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Complying with the request of many!
persons, Governor Mills at noon todays
a proclamation declaring
urday, January 21, which is the day
on which the constitution will be vot-eon, a legal holiday to be so observed throughout the territory.
The governor's proclamation is
found in another column, and will
doubtless be read with interest by the
statehood boosters who are a legion.
Governor Mills has appointed William T. Wade .of Taiban, Roosevelt
county, a notary public.
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a Disordered Stomach
orchard of this variety of pears which
There is noihing that will create
will commence bearing in two years.
sickness or cause more trouble than
I)r. field has a new pumpinjr plant a disordered
stomach, and many peoon his ranch, which he installed hist
ple daily contract serious maladies
.season and which paid for Itself t lie j
simply through disregard or abuse of
I'irst. year on cantelounes alone, ue-the stomach.
JsrJ
fil
1T
B.
all
sides being the means of saving
fc I
!FS
VI
rwfc
We urge every one suffering from
11
Ilj
young pear trees duiiir-- the any stomach
derangement, indigeshen the river was dry.
tion or dyspepsia, whether acute or
.
Coar-tyTen Below in San Juan
chronic, to try Rexall Dyspepsia Tab1
"There was some violent iliffer-enre- s lets, with the distinct understanding
of
Women snfferh)? from any frn;
of opinion around Aztec the that we will refund their money with
illne.-- ,
;t.i invited to promptly
ore part of this weeli. Nothing that out question or
L
a;
formality, if after
with Mrs. rinkham
.;i'i,
.vet reaonahle use of
rem) ted in material
this medicine they
Mass. .vll letters are
jmi1,
wo- - serious enough.
On Monday morn- are not satisfied with the results. Wei
read ami answered iy women
c
WIlDfl. 1,
Pl'lfP recommend them to our customers
man can tree'y
irrvssssss-vfing the thermr
,if hvI I,nV''!" "Hwal.w. repor, ted six degress below every day, and have
yet to hear of
same morning (J. G. Mc- - any one who has not been benefited!
ten by them. Three
Coy's thermometer said it wsi
sizes, 25c, 50e and
.?... lie worn below. Then the trouble w.-- on.a $1.00 a box. Sold in Santa Fe onlv
at our store. The Rexall Store. A. J.
Air, rinkham and) flu- McCoy instrument can sitow
) the
w o tn e n of diploma from a
tester, Fischer Drug Co.
government
a long and
Si Hfvi-- r bt
broken. while that of Price has
Telephone No. 40.
S Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe
every planned a big barbecue in honor of
honorable
career
for
accuracy
'
ffuf.hA-.'P.:. i
js'cver lias she published a testimonial or used a letter thing except experience.
whatjtbJs event and thousands will be pres( J 1 1
i V E C. A SB K KG I - '1 I K rJ
Y E
without the written consent of the rould be done about it? V Mateveri ent to participate in the festivities
ALL
WITH
writer, and never has the Company way the controversy finally esults, which will follow the acceptance of!
allowed those, conlidential letters to we will admit that it. was c
Az- - the work.
County Judge Phil Shook
get out of their possession, as the tec Index.
and Commissioner Frank Sommers.
in
of
them
thousands
hundreds of
both of this city, are on the program
their iiles will attest.
to make speeches. This bridge fills
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Out of the vast volume of experience
CANARIES FROM CETRILLOS. a long felt want and is a wide step
which Mrs. Pinkhain has to draw
in the rapid development going on)
from, it is more than possible that she
lias pained the very knowledge needed Ohio Man Wants Carload and Can on both sides of the Medina river and
its immediate vicinity. The territory
in your case. She asks nothing in reGet Them From Southern
Holidays are over but you stil
south of this structure is one of the
turn except your good will, and her
Santa Fe County.
have to wear
advice has helped thousands. Surely
But while
"dry" sections of Texas.
be,
any woman, rich or poor, should
dan. 11. Fol-- j this is true, it is understood that the
X.
M.,
Albuquerque,
glad to take advantage of this getierons offer of a ssistanee. Address Mrs. lowing the announcement nu.de in the barbecue will be one joyous round of
'
Pinkham, care of Lvdia E. l'inkham papers several days ago thin he would meat and malt, with orations thrown
Medicine Co., Lynn, "Mass.
be glad to hear from any one who had; in to give novelty and polish to the
.
effort.
It is said that
Everv woman oiurlit to have a carload of burros for stile, Secre-- dedicatory
be
will
this
Commercial
the first time in the his01
.1.
in
i.
T
ti!ry
Aa.yion,
wlln. Ti. IMnlrlistni's
I
For this weather you need good
a letter fromttory of Texas that a bridge on a high-is not a book for Club yesterday received to
Text Book.
has been thrown open to the
Cerrillos man offering
dispose of
:
:
:
WEAR.
too
is
serviceable FOOT
general distribution, as it
with a big celebration.
full carload of the Reeky moun-,liexpensive. It is free and only tain canaries for a stipulated price.
obtainable by wail. Write foi The stipulated price, howe ver, is not If you want anytmng on eartn try
You Want, it Dressy Looking Too
it today.
In fact the v iter flatly a New Mexican Want Ad.
mentioned.
asks Mr. Xaylon the question: "How!
much will you pay for a carload of
We have all Kinds-al- l
Styles and all Prices
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
burros?"
THE DAILY BOfflG DP.
by local applications, as they cannot
Mr.
the
was
about
Xaylon
inquiring
Our Specialty FOOT COMFORT.
reacu uie uiseaseu portion oi
iu
price of burros for a gentleman who ear. There is
only one way to cure
Ohio
who
in
resides
called
Columbus,
JUST A WEARYIN'.
deafness, and that is by constitutiointo requisition the services of the nal
remedies.
Deafness is caused by
(By Frank L. Stanton.)
to
a
Commercial
Club
sale.
negotiate
for you,
lest
an inflamed condition of the mucous
market!
Being unfamiliar with the
All the time
blue;
lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
price of burros, Mr. Xaylon is natur- the tube is inflamed you have a rumWishin' for you, wonderin' when
communicate
will
He
ally
stumped.
You'll be comin' home again;
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
immediately with the Columbus man, when it is
Restless don't know what to do
entirely closed, Deafness
to
the Cerril
however, and refer him
for you.
Jest
is the result, and unless the inflammalos man, and will do everything postion can be taken out and this tube
sible to negotiate a sale.
restored to its normal condition, hear-!inKeep
day by day;
was
week
Mr.
Last
Xaylon
asking
Dull: in everybody's way;
will be caused by Catarrh, which
his friends where he could get a car-- I
Folks they smile and pass along,
is nothing but an inflamed condition
load of buros. Yesterday he was askWonderin' what, on earth is wrong;
of the mucous surfaces.
ing the same friends how much a car
"
'Twouldn't help 'em if they knew
We" will 'give One Hundred Dollars
of
load
worth
at
are
burros
present
Jest
for you.
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
for
any case of Deafness (caused by
The
who
market price.
gentleman
m;ne run coal
of building material
that cannot be cured by
catarrh)
can
stand
reply
intelligently,
please
Evenin' comes. I miss you more
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circuup.
When the dark gloom's in the door;
,
lars, free.
nt prp.u'OX STREET, NEAR
Seems jest like you ought er be
F. X Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
AL DEPOT.
NEW STEEL 3RIDGE
There to open it for me;
Said by Druggists, 75c.
FOR MEDINA RIVER.
Latch goes tinklin' thrills me through.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Jest
for you.
Phone Red 100
San Antosio, Texas, Jan. II. Ail
is planned for
Divorce Case Hearing Judge L. A. unique celebration
new steel bridge
the
when
17,
Abbott at Albuquerque
January
On Pressing Occasions
yesterday
heard the divorce suit of Kate Cana-va- spanning the Medina river in the
he
will
Bexar
of
southern
county
part
of Gallup.
to
and dedicated
Lincoln in Quarantine.
Dr. M. G. formally accepted The
service.
commissioners
public
Paden, county health officer, has reand residents of two counties have
turned to Carrizozo from Lincoln,
where he went to look into the scar-
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Irrigation and Farm
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Work made easy by using
FULLER & JOHNSON

PRANK
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Smp

let fever situation.

Agent.

Wholes? !a

measles

and

scarlet

fever among

POTATOES and
SALT.

when you need your clothing, or any
Claivoyant
part of It, cleaned and pressed don't
be "foolish enough to try and accomplish it yourself because you will lose
and call upon this marvelous man.
both time and temper and probably
Rarely do you have the OPORTUNITY
ruin the garments. Better bring them
of consulting with as gifted a person
to us and we will give you a profes
as this Prof. VICIUK.
sional job that will thoroughly satisfy
He Tells You all you wish to you in promptness, excellence anu
know. Tells yOu about your business
reasonable price.
affairs, love, divorces, diseases, seetc.
parations, wills, deed, mortgages,

IMERNATiONAL

STOCK

LEO HERSCH

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

:kerr's

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

j

FOOD.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE
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BE SURE

Contagious Disease at Albuquerque.
Health Officer Thomas Morrin of
Albuquerqfiue, reports that there is
but one case each of scarlet fever
and chickenpox and 12 cases
of
measles in Albuquerque.
Smallpox in Colfax County. "A
number of smallpox cases have been
reported to the county medical auth
orities from the southern portion of
He reunites the separated,
restores
the county." Raton Daily Range.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
lost affections, teaches you how you
Basket Ball at Albuquerque.
Fri
may win the one you love,, even
day, January 13, is a rather doubtful
day for the superstitious, but neither
though miles away.
Albuquerque high school nor the TJni- versify of Xew Mexico took supersti-- j REMEMBER
tion into consideration
when they
He gives names, dates,
chose that date for the basketball
facts and figures.
a
game. But it is
For
certainty that one
year? the only
of the two teams will lind the thir- CCCC
ITrt, f, (Pj fm
tonsorial parlor
class
first
1 LXJ
dUC U J)1.UU.
teenth an unluck day. The game is LLJ
Fe.
in
scheduled to happen at the AlbuquerAll Business Confidential
que armory and a social will follow
OUR NEW PITCH
the game.
TREATMENT
9 HOUR
HOUR 9
Suit for Divorce. Alleging abanis
guaranteed to cure, (not only
filed
donment. Mrs. Ella J. Graham,
VICTOR.
Prof. GEO.
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
a suit in the district court, at Albu- We also
querque, asking a divorce from her NortJ, tyes
0f yncon & palaCe other scalp irritations.
Mrs.
carry a complete line of all the
husDana, Hugn j. uranam.
Graham claims that Graham abanpopular hair and facial tonics.
doned her in Albuquerque in 1906,
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
for
The
Statehood
Straggle,
and is now a resident of Oakwood,
BATHS BATHS BATHS
Ills. The couple were married in
A HISTORY OF 60 YEARS
1S8G
three
in
and
have
Glenarm, Ills.,
OF EFFORT.
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
children, Bert, aged 23; Ethel, aged
us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
L. B, PRINCE
Phone
Hon.
By
16, and Ruby, 13. The plaintiff asks
en Mondays and Tuesdays
The Bock of the Tim e aundry
the custody of the two minors and
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
If yon would discuss the subject
such other relief as the court may
All work is guaranteed; your
Intelligently.
deem proper to grant.
socks are mended and buttons
1 Art
on
Mailed
sewed on you shirts, without
Planting 25,000 Pear Trees Dr. W.
receipt of
extra charge.
C. Field of Las Cruces, has placed an
HKW MEXICAN PRINTING Oo,
Santa Fe. N. M
PHONE RED 122. PHONB RED MS.
He will
for delivery in February.
j

Sole Agents For
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are
That the
for each and every one, a
vear full of Health and Prosperity: With thanks
for all favors shown us and hoping your New Year Resolution will be

Our Wish
I

Will Trade With
II. C. Yontz J

Stop

San Francisco St.

Tht Coutjli

I'ZOOK S pharmacy

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Cca).
Sawed Wood and KindliDg.
MONTEZUMA AVENUB
Near A. T. A 8. F. Depot.

Telephone

Steele Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

85

Your New Year Greeting
Should be accompanied w th seme little remembrance,
we still have a fine assortmen t of attractive. Jew pred

novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the '"Edison," the sweetest sounding phonograph
Come in aDd enjoy some of thia music, and look
made
'
to our attractive display of goods.

Santa

Fe Trail Curio Company

i9

rrrQ

Santa

to

W.

fam

just entering may be
Happy New Year; a

Lump

CERRILLOS

j

j

New Year we

RETAIL

RATON
YANKEE

screene

Spirit Medium

&

Tribune.

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

WHOLESALE

AJD

len.-"T-

Be-le-

if -

Kit's Hardware W&2SjjX!S We have it.

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.

Tie Vote. A tie vote occurred in PAZO 01NTMFTNT is nunrantced to cure
case of Itching. Blind, Weeding or
the election for justice of the peace any
Piles in 6 to it days or money re
on Monday at San Jose,
Bernalillo funded, 50e.
cotinty. Atanacio Barela and J. F.
Armijo each received ill votes for the
office.
PROF. GEO. W. VICTOR
Measles and Scarlet Fever at Be- here
is quite an epidemic of CELEBRATED PALMIST
children in this community,
and a
number of deaths have occurred the
n
past week from these causes."

GORfiALEY

make for the New Year is to resolve
The best Resolution you can
to come to Our Store for Everything you n'eed in Hardware, because
we sell the best tools, Hardware and Implements Made.
We stand behind everything we sell with our Money and Reputation, and Make Good on Every Deal.
We wish you Prosperity and Happiness.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Gurries, Saddle Horses

Call up Pfoone 9
When in Need of Anything in ?h
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

totimm

RIGHT.

chas. eLosson

By Taking ZOOK'S White Pine and Tar Expectorant.
We Guarantee to relieve the Cough or money back.
Phone 213

rmac

JANUARY

WEDNESDAY,

11,

1911.

.

UNFAIR

Santa Fe People Must Recognize and
Heed It.

inconceivable.

This
amendments to the people.
makes the constitution one of the
reOklahoma
easiest to amend.
quires not a majority of those voting on a proposed amendment, hut a
majority of all the votes cast at the
Nebraska and a number
election.
.
of the other states have the same
Such constitutions areh.ird
of the fact tuat
to amend because
the careless voter will not take the

WARNING.

NATURE'S

HE SANTA FE N'Ew JtEXICAN", SANTA FE,
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ties will ratify the,

S. L. WILSON,

larger majorities
bt neves,
ommiUal. 'made by Sheriff

President Haton State'.,
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McDonald No:
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the Democratic
That
an of Chaves ounty
J
tint.,
from Koswi il .
not
does
organization
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quietly mysteriKidney ills
of the
a
tion of dictating to the
tend
meeting
the;
ously,
is
the Cuttle Sanitary Dean!, id '.villi li
party the way they shot::';
..WAXTKlJCoin,
But nature always warns you.
constitution is in effi-c:ietit president.
L. A. Hughes.
Notice the kidney secretions.
Plan
Norel
to
Save
L. S.Wilson of Raton Stat
Suggested
ar
and
made last night, by
Chaves, Kcicly
ion-,ri;
See if the color is unhealthy
the constitution," s. i V.r. Htllard
lentaid, chairman of the ti
Middle Men's Profits to
hood League Points Out
If there are settlings and sediment.
Ft Hi
r
"JUltl,
is room for wo:k in boot-M r. M- -' 'There
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on the proposed unit
vote
to
i
time
Passages frequent, scanty, painful,
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Soil
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Fallacies
not
indicated
exists
where
ve!t
Donald
however.
plain:,
county,
It's time then to use Doan's Kidney
Oklahoma in order to
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as
an
an
j
tuiiiizMioti, any certain opposi'n
Pills,
the negro had printed e;i that the party,
ve of the
Hie
had intimated to the von
foi;
'aml ference on the part
To ward off Bright's disease or dia- MILITIA AMENDMENTS TAXATION the ballot "for the amendment," f
H5
WAY House
OF
holds with reference
'he adop- - voters. Those who are ..different,
betes.
that if any one wanted to vote agiiixit :'in of the constitution.
in '.vconii-rhowever, are generally
Doan's have done great work in Santhe amendment it was necessary u it
"We adopted rosoiutio:
mi nt a from cither states. vl:o h e ot lived
Cb
foi:
am
ta Fe.
the
to write in "against
!'
which showed the
Trespassing Cause of One Half i
.n
we km j enough in the territory to
Ne'.V Ml
Corporation Commission and only but
also to scratch out :h i, aintained then, and
J. T. Sandoval. 115 Ortiz St., Santa
of Violent Deaths on the
.'," said the cont "as! between a s'a-Protection of Railroaders
amendment."
the
"for
words
Fe, N. M., says: "I have used Doan's
' belief
printed
tc ri'itm
Mr.
McDonald. VII v.,
.
FOR 11KNT
and Miners.
Railroads.
Kidney Fills off and on for two years
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a
house -I- 'Ht
world
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and they have done
y such means
for the amendment.
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vote as they i.:
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indifferent
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on the vri
Wa(
six to eighi en
Chileago.
good. A dull pain in the small of my
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evidence."
There are a number of objections the "Grandfather Clause" was adopnstitution."
e Co
back, sometimes extending into my
t
Mr? HaUard. who is one of
Mr. McDonald laughii
constitu- ted.
thaC
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bladder caused me a great deal of urged against the proposed
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I'ecos country
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of the states require not only a Democrat may vote !.
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a practical solution of he e.
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Mexico
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New
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"without taking
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.lose I). Sena, secretary of the
Oregon,
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a scalding pain. I never used another soberly urged against it are
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Santa Fe
New Mexico
exact
form
in
the
the critics
haps
ly classed as "luxuries" will show a
This is
child
say it should be.
total of between 200 and 300 millions
The Democratic Artesia Advocate ish in a
E. C. ABBOTT
way and shows that there
dollars' value. Of laces and embroid- calls attention
editorially to a fea- are a lot of people who prefer to
Attorney-at-Laeries alone the value imported during ture of the constitution
that
be fooled, rather than
to
use
Practice in the District and Su
the year just ended approximated 45 to appeal to every workingman, ought
when their brains even a very little. But
million dollars, a very large propor- it says:
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
this case of the 'blind leading attention
tion of which was of cotton.
This
given to all business.
"Xew Mexico will be perhaps,
blind'
the
an absolutely
reaches
the
class of importations also show con- only state that ever
jy'ew Mexio
the ridiculous climax in one of the Santa Fe,
siderable fluctations according to Union that provided in entered
its organic Socialist resolutions which
fppear
conditions of prosperity or otherwise, law that eight hours should consti in anotner column which condemn
G. V. P RICHARD
though the fluctations are not as tute a day's labor.
Laboring men all! the document because it does not
and Consellor-at-LaAttorney
as
in
case
of diamonds. The over the United States are
the
great
yet labor provide for an 'elective
Practice in all the District Courts
value of cotton laces, embroideries, ing tor official recognition along this when there isn't a judicial Judiciary
position
etc., imported in the fiscal year 1893 line, and yet they say the proposed frcm J. P to Chief Justice that is mid gives special attention to case
was 12
million
dollars and constitution is not 'progressive.' Ev- anything else but elective. Here before the Territorial Supreme Court
dropped in 1894 to eight million dol ery man who earns his bread by the tofore we had certainly given the Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
lars. Again in the 190i-period of'Swpat or his brow should vote for the Socialists credit for studying their r
but the resolutions adopt?
depression, the value of importations constitution on the 21st, whether he grounds,
EDWARD C. WADE
of this class dropped from 39
mil be Socialist, Republican,
Democrat ed at a largely attended meeting would
Attorney-at-Laor
what not,"
lion dollars in the fiscal year 1907 to
indicate that the whole bunch had
Practice in the Supreme and Dis
followed a lost bell wether."
33
million in 1908, returning to 34
trict Courts of the Territory, in th
"In Colorado the use of the recall
million in 1909 and 36
million
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Tf it were not for the
ia being threatened
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fact
that
the
members
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Surveyor General and V. S. Laxw)
Among other article? of importa- of the legislature, if they do not sanc- Democrats in Arizona had disfranchis- Offices.
ed
the
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that the
tion in Id
which are usually classed tion or oppose certain measures at
.
. New Mexico
as luxuries are: silk laces, four and the dictates of political agitators and Democrats in" Oklahomn and the Las Crucee
one half million dollars; laces of flax it begins to look as though it was southern states have disfranchised the
R. W. WITTMAN
and other similar fibers, four million; about the biggest political club yet colored people, that the Irish have
and
The beauty of it for the been oppressed by the English
tobacco, cigars, etc., 33 million; furs invented.
Draftsman
the
are
French
being crowded to the
and fur skins, 25 million; art works, politician is that he only has to have
Cepies furnished of records on flit
wall
in
Canada
the
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by
English,
a
small
21 million; spirits, wines and liquors,
in the U. S. Surveyov General's Office
percentage of the voters with New Mexican
would give unqualified
20 million; feathers and flowers, nat- him in order to have an election on
Santa Fe.
New Mexico
to
endorsement
the
communication
of
ural and artificial, 11 million; toys, recall ordered. The calling of the Hon. B. M.
Read on another page,
election
is
usually all that he de but
eight million; mahogany, three and
PROBERT & COMPANY
history shows that the more powone half million; jewelry, two mil- sires." Thi s comments the Farming-toerful race always absorbs or destroys
Investments
Enterprise.
lion; manufactures of gold and silthe less numerous race or the rar9
Lands,
Bonds & 8tocks.
Mines,
ornatwo
and
and
beads
ver,
million;
with less resistance. It is well thereMoney Loaned for Investors.
The constitution of New Mexico it fore, that the constitution has
ments, perfumes, cosmetics, between
put
dollars more easily amended than that of
one million and two million
We have for sale eeneral Hbui
if
up the strongest guarantees and safeeach.
Oregon, or Oklahoma, or Texas or guards possible to prevent undue dis- Merchandise, Retail Lumber Tard and
other Business Opportunities throughThe principal sources from which 30 other states, and the San Juan crimination againajt the
Spanish
out Taos county.
these luxuries are drawn, are In the Democrat will therefore come out in speaking people.
case of manufactures, Europe1; in the its favor, for It says editorially:
Bank References Furnished.
case tobacco, mahogany, and other
Were it not for the clause in our
The New Mexican agrees with the Taos
New jrlaxlco
articles of this class, the tropical lec- constitution making it almost an im- Ei Paso Herald when the later says:
dollars'
23
million
while
the
to
amend
or
and
we
"The city
tions;
possibility
change,
county have public STANDLEY G.
SMALL, PH. G. M. D.
worth of furs and fur skins originate would not so strenuously oppose its prosecutors and officers sworn to en
largely, of cource, in the frigid or adoption, trusting to the common force the law. It is their duty, their Office 117Physician & 8urgeon.
Palace Ave. .
Bections of the world. sense of the people to right
the province, and citizens should not Be
Most of the imported laces, whether wrongs of future change and amend- forced to assume the duties of public 2 Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 p. m.
to 3 p. m., and by appointment
of cotton, flax, or silk, are made in ment.
officials in securing evidence of law Residence
225 Hillside Ave.
violation or in making complaints."
Switzerland, France, Germany, Bel
Phone Rod 4S.
of
most
well
and
elections.
with
Ireland;
January opens
However, the Herald hired two degium, England
from
come
election
First the
for precinctc off- tectives at its own expense
the tobacco and cigars
who
JOHN K. 3TAUFFER
Cuba; most of the art workB, from icers held this week; then the vote found no difficulty of obtaining evivarious European countries, and most for the constitution on January 21. dence that El Paso is wide-opeon
Notary Public
But these elections are no circum- Sunday and still wider open on week
of the toys, from Germany.
Office with the New Mexican Print
It is true today, that despite the stance to the bis state election that daya. But what can you expect from tng Company.
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1, A. F. & A. M. Ree
ujar communication
first Monday of ecJ
month a Masonic ta;
at 7.30 p. m.
H. H. I ORMAN,
Acting Master

1
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to Hark, and Taos.
ul,T suggestions
for implement i' was met with the
retort, hat ns long as Santa Fe has
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
indebtedness
the radroad bonded
hangir;; over it. the county is too
Santa Fe Chanter No.
for
poor o think of improvements,
R. A. M.
Regular cot
os
close sailing to meet current,
it ta'
vocation second Monday oi
each month at Masonic
exp'nses. But with the approval of a.
Hall at 7:30 p. Ei.
the constitution and statehood, this
S. G. CARTWRIG HT, H. P
loa will be lifted and Santa Fe will
SilTHUR SELIGMAX. Secretary.
he in position to entertain seriously
tie following suggestion in the Taos
Santa Fe Comnjatideiy No
alley News:
1
V rrt
To(vn!r- fOiintav.
"A road once established ITi accor
dance with the setter published be-Hall tt
'month at
7:30 p, in.
low would probably bring to Taos
the automobile line with which Santa
j. a. mass: a. e. c,
W. E. GRIFFIN. Recorder
re has threatened us and which we
estab- to see
should be delighted
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
nsnea. t'enuing tne muming oi rait 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted
roads which are preparing to run fccottish Rue of Flee Masonry raeett
their lines Into Taos an automobile on the third Monday of each monti-a7:30 o'clock In the evening lr
line would be a source of pleasure,
Masonic Hall, south aid? of Plaz
comfort and profit. Following is the ViBiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
letter:
dially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
"Raton, X. M., Jan. 11, 1911.
VeneraDle
Master
Dr. T. P. JlarUuT
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Mexico.
New
Taos,
Secretary.
My dear Doctor:
imWe have made considerable
B. P. O. C.
provement on the Taos Pass, but in
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, 8. P. O. Hi
the spring want to do some more on holds its regular session on the iec-anand fourth Wednesday of eacfc
the Taos County side and possibly do
some repairing between the top of month. Visiting brothers are invited
A. J. FISCHER,
the hill and Taos. I do not know uid welcome.
.
Exalte. Ruler
who your county commissioners are, J. D. SENA.
Secretary.
but as you are interested in matters
of this kind, would like to have you
F. W. FARMER.
take this up with them and ask if
Homestead No. 7829.
they will give us permission to do
this work at our own expense, also Brotherhood of American Yeoman
whether they are willing to contrib- - Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays
Delgado's Hall.
ute anything towards it.
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
I think it would be of great importance to your town if the road from Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.
Taos to Santa Fe was fixed up so as
to allow the passage of automobiles.
Can't you take it up with your Santa
PROFESSIONAL
GABQS
Fe friends and have the work done,
matter
I
see
the
that
If you will, will
iis advertised and that a through
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
route is established from Denver and
Trinidad, via Taos, to Santa Fe.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Yours very truly,
Attorney-at-LaJ. Van Houten,
Santa Fe,
New Mexlce
General Manager,"
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Butchers' Bond,
sheet.
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of
censes.
sheet
'
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto,
pliego.
Auto de Prision,
pliego.
Declaracion Jurada,
pliego.
Certificado de NombramieLto,
1-- 2

Li-

8A"ITA FE.

2

fhe

4

4

4

j
j

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits,

pliego.

Fianza Oficial,
Fianza Oficial

j

pliego.

2

Juramento,

y

OEdest Banking Srtstk'ution in

pliego.

j

$150,000
80.000

?

Tnsacts a general banking; business in all its branches.
uwris
moiicj un me most tavoranie terms on a!3 kinds of
'
Formula de Enumeration.
pliego.
and cofiatera! security. Buys uai iiclis bonds and
personal
Contrato entre los Directores y Pre-- ; 2 stocks
in all mjrkete fer its customer.
Buys and ,eU
ceptors,
pliego.
5 domestic and teriin exchange anJ makes
Caminos, 25c.
telegraphic tr ansfer
Libros de Reclbo de Capltacion, 50 2 of money to ait parts of the civilized v.erld sn a: libera! tei
ns
en un libro, 25c.
as are given by any money transmiting ajremcy public or
Noticia de Asesores de Asesament?
I private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate oi three
100 en un libro. 75c.
5 per cent par annum, on six months'
Contrato de Combustible,
r years' isme. Literal
pliego.
Documento Sin Garantia,
pliego. b advance made on assignments of livestock amj
products.
sheet
Option,
1!e bank executes all orders o( its patrons in the
line,
Notas Obligaciones, 25c por 6.
&ryd hw.,s to extend to them as liberal treatment in all
Libros Certificadog de Bonos, $1.
respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principiss uf sound bank- Libros de Recibos Supervlsores da
Libros de Elecclon de Directores C ing.
Saety deposit boxes lor rest The patronage of tin
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paglnas, 20c, 30c
Fianza para Guardar la

Paz,

pligeo.

5
5

2

2

'

i--

2

2

2

'

Application por Llcencia
monio,
pliego.
Certificado de Muerte,
Certificado de Nacimento,

vwf, vw VMiJ

-

'

y 40c.

llbl

W

.t

Matrl-- j

dj

2

pliego.
pliego.

1-- 4
1-- 4

de Fallecimentos

Registration

y

Muertes, 25c.
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal yj
Civil, $1.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, J6.50 a vol- urna; 3 to 12 Inclusive. $3.30 each;
Money's Digest of New Mexico Re-ports, full sheet, $6.50. Postage 25c
Retail Liquor License. 60 In Eook,i

j

I

THE

HOTEL

j

W'LLIAM VAUGHN

1

$3.00.

of the

One

j

Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage!
25c each.
Notification of Change in Assass- ment by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
General License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
100 in Book. 75c.
County Superintendent's Warrant,
50 in Book, 35c.
j
Poll Tax Receipt, 60 in Book. 25c.
Poll Books for City Election, i
pages, 50c.
Poll Eoo&s for Town Election, 1
pages, 40c.
Poll Books, Election of School Dl
rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
30c and 40c.
Road Supervisor's Receipt, 60 In
Book, 25c.
Stamps, Etc.
One line stamp, not over 2
inches
long, 15c; each addilonal line, 10c

.pROP,
Best Hotels in the

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVBATB

Cuisine and
Table Service

j

Large Samplef

Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

i

West

BATH

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

j
;

Th Clair Hfie1'

j
j

1-- 2

extra.

i
j

Local daters, any town and date for
ten years, $1.00.
Regular line daters, for ten years,

35c
Facsimile signature

j

i

with!

stamps,

wood cut, $1.50.
sheet
Warranty Deed,
Quit Claim Deed, 2 sheet
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note'
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
2

j

HAS A ROOM FOR YOU.
WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL.
It is centrally located on the
FREE SAMPLE ROOM.
plaza Steam heated with hot
and cold water and a bath can
be had when wanted.
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
THE ENTERTAIMENT OF
GUESTS.

i

Prices European Plan, $1.00

1--

sheet

J C. DIGNE0,

Replevin Writ, 4 sheet
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint

Up

Proprietor.

4

14

sheet

Warrant,

sheet

4

Commitment,

Execution,
Summons,

sheet.

4

Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
4
sheet.

4

1--

Writ,

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

sheet
sheet
sheet

Affidavit,
Bond, 4
4

Summons as Garnishee,

sheet

4

sheet.
Certificate of Brand.
sheet
sheet
Sheep Contract.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
4

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.
"

4

1-- 2

Appeal Bond.
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal, 2 sheet
sheet
Appearance Bond.
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Hearing Ven
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
14

FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

2

1-- 2

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

THOS. DORAN

RATES

$2.50 TO?
$3.00 A DAY i

Proprietor.

4

sheet

Bill of Sale,
sheet
Authority to Gather, - Drive and
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'".
Recorded Brand,
sheet
Contrato de Partido,
pliego.
Escritura de Renuncla, 2 pliego.
Documento Garantizado.
pliego.
Hipoteca de Bienes Uuebles, 12
pliego.
Documento de Hipoteca,
pliego.
Documento
extensa
Garantizado,
forma entera, full sheet
Certificado de Matrimonio, 10c cada
uno.

C0R0NAD0 HOTEL
ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDER
CUISINE

2

2

RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOLD BATHS.
BLEOTRIO LIGHTS
Every Room
RATES SOo to
G.
LUPE
a Good One.
HERRERA, Prop.
$1,00 per

day

1-- 2

2

2

''''"WiMMlffllll
'124126

Affidavit

1-- 2

2

Postage 45c
Code of Civil Procedure, full leather,
$1.00; paper hound, 75c. Postage 7c.
Notary Record, $1.26 each.
Notary Seals:
Aluminum Pocket, $2.75, delivered
Desk, $3.25, delivered nearest express office.
2

1-- 4

Notice of Mining Location,
Title Bond and Lease of

2

sheet
Property,
Placer Mining Location, 4 sheet
Title Bond of Mining Property,
2

sheet

2

2

sheet

2

Coal Declaratory
Statement with
AfPower of an Attorney,
fidavit and Corroborating
Affidavit
sheet
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet
!
Forfeiture or Publishing Out
Notice, 4 sheet
Non-Miner-

Non-Miner-

1--2

1--4

1--

Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENTl
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

I
express

Wells Fargo
--

sheet
Mining

sheet
Mining Deed.
sheet
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory Statement,

ROOM-Go- od

General Express

sheet

4

ATTRACTIVE DINING

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

Mining BlanksT"""
Additional and Amended Location

sheet
Certificate,
Agreement of Publisher,
Proof of Labor,
sheet.

7

BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS

sheet
Deed of Trust, full sheet
Release of Deed of Trust
sheet
Compiled Laws of N. M., 1897, $9.50.

88

G TELEPHONE

1-- 2

Non-Miner-

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capitoi

Capita! Hotel

Montezuma Ave

111. P38i4"e?
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Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells F&rgc
. DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY CRDEFS FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Paynble Throughout the United States. Canada. Vex
and all Foreigr Countries.
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is a perfect
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blood purifier,
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Tentorial
Wins by a Neck
Lady
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acting directly
While 2000 Cheer
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on the circula- hotel.
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tion
A. C. Probert, cashier of the Taos
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digestive mem- endid form that ers. Its use makes rich, red, healthy
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n those who saw; blood, which nourishes all flesh tis- wa3 a surprise to
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Adjutant General Brookes left yes - her at the Duke
Lady Valen-Da- the virulent matter which keep old
terday for Albuquerque and thene.e to; money Closson's
Special book on Old
Cruces, where he will inspect the tine won the race yesterday, beating sores open.
Blanco, the .Vw Mexican steed, Sores and anj' medical advice free.
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co National Guard at that place.
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Attorney
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EDUCATION BOARD
orchard grower and member of the
The COUrse was r,:,o yards and
WITHDRAWS PROPERTY.
of regents of the territorial re- - ofes Romero was the starter. The
form school, is here from Springer, news of the race ha,j 8prea(j al over
He is at the Palace.
The board of education met last
New Mexico, as was evident from the
John V. Conway, county superin-- appearance 0f tllrf enthusiasts from night, with all the members present
tendent of schools, is today celebrat-- , ,
Veeaa
Ta0
Pn1oanilp Mnr(L except James L. Seligman and Xica-no- r
Con-- ,
The board decided that
Baca.
of f,onrsei San1a Fe
Fria
and
ing a birthday aniversary. Mr.
Agua
all property belonging to the school
way is not telling just, "wmcn" anni- wa9 there "strong."
Automobiles,
versary it is, but he is dispensing ci- pn rriflFPH. Rfldfllp linrisps tvon mnl;a boar3 shall be withdrawn from sale,
friends
to
his
luxuries
other
and
were pressed int0 gervjc'e t0 take the forthe present.
gars
in honor of the event.
Miss Estella Bergere was appointed
people to the race course which was
a ml,e gouth of liC TT g Ina5an jn. teacher in the second ward school to
succeed Miss Gutterman who recent
dustrial school.
DECEMBER WEATHER
Anmarried Captain Burbank.
IN NEW MEXICO,
Tne races were scheduled to start
at 2 p. m but it was a o'clock before nouncement was made of the Tesignatioa of Mrs- w- G- Turley to take
Warm aid Dry and Rather Windy Ac the race began. Probate Clerk Geo
iw. Armijo was the judge of the white feft February 3. The board is lookto Record of Weather
efficient
and
horse and Frank M. Jones of Lady Ing for a thoroughly
Bureau Last Month.
suitable teacher to succeed Mrs. Tursteed.
Closson's
Valentine,
whose
The race was exceedingly interest- - leyThe boardability has been proved.
(Bv C. E. Linney, Director.)
adjourned after a dis
The month of December, 1910, was ing because Blanco was ahead from cussion of a number of matters
at
times
three!
'the
espooi
start, leaving
warm, dry and rather windy,
the
allv in the southern and the eastern lengths of daylight between
The warmtn 01 tne moinn horses and once, widening the gap to
counties.
was practically continuous until the 73 feet. It Is stated. Albino Cordova
23d although a few northern localities iof Taos, rode Blanco and in snlendid
ll , .n,ln.nlnlv nnnl narindd
,.
1- .MONEY AND METALS.
im ivuu n,1 ttlPleiorill.
1 lie iiikiius ui TinnnA
Iiau muuei ulcij
aaj
5th to tire 8th, and on the 14th and tne race was ost i,v Blanco's saddle
Ribs May 10.1012
July 10.05.
boP.i
15th. The greatest cold of the month supping which
disconcerted
New York, Jan.. 11. Call money
'
Prime mercantile paper
overspread the territory on the 20th joc)(ey and gteed. Blanco, strange u; 2
to the 31st. and the 29th and 30th say, is one year this side of sweet in.
J 2 fi 5 ; Mexican dollars 45.
were the coldest days of the month. His record is a quarter in 23
secAmalgamated 02
Sugar 114
considerable below onds. Lady Valentine is seven.
Atchison 102; Great Northern, pfd.
Temperatures.
zero occurred at a few of the higher
124
Xew York Central 109
northern stations during this period. MANY CLAIMANTS TO
Xorthern Pacific 1171-2- ;
Reading
On the other hand, the 1st, 2d, 4th,
Southern
115
Pacific
BIG BERN AL ESTATE. 154
9th and 11th were about etfually warm
Union Pacific 172
Steel 73
bid.
days.
Indian Woman Sold By Navajos to !pfd. 117
Xew York, Jan. 11. Lead quiet
The general average for the terriDeceased Sets Up Demand for
7f455; Standard coper weak, spot and
tory shows the month to have been
Domestic Services.
March 12
one of the warmest of record, although
12.20; Silver 54
of
court
San
The
Miguel
.
probate
tone
. ,
iu"h an
PORK.
LARD AND RIBS.
exceeueu uy.. Tukkuiukm , joju,
GRAIN,
i,,.
i,,,!.!
tt l'c'-"- "
iflnfi wlthl"""1'
"'l Chicago, 111., Jan, 10 Wheat May
f W7
!mi?e Tamipl Martinez at T.as Vetras.
1"2l-4f- f
40.0, and 1907, with 37.4 degrees. It examined a
July 97
large number of witness- was in marked contract with Decern-berMay 50
July 511-the1
of
es
in
the
legality
Sr.
1909, which was much the cold- claims investigating
35l-8- .
May
July
of Romulda Sanchez de Bernal
est December of record. The central
1S.S0.
19.30;
May
July
the administrators of the esand southern Rio Grande valley had against
May 10.22
July 10.
tate of the late Juan A. Bernal. Mrs.
the greatest excess in temperature ex- Bernal is
a deceased son 15717
of
wife
the
WOOL MARKET.
ceeding six degrees a day in eastern of the late Mr. Bernal.
She is askSocorro county.
St. Louis, Jan. 11. Wool unchanged
a
amount
for
estate
of
the
ing
portion
The precipitation of the month was
f
of the whole,
territory and western mediums 21
ing to about
greatly deficient, less than half the
E. V. Long represented the
Judge
fall
except
occurred.
And,
normal
in the case and Davis and
the extreme northwest portion, every plaintiff
SALVATION ARMT CJIKPS
Clark
the administra
part of the territory experienced a tors. represented
marketi deficiency amounting to more
For Mothers and Children
This is oiie of several claims foi
than 0.90 inch in northern Rio ArriHundreds of tired mothers and
iho Bernal estate thai
Anrnito unit mm. fhoTl hnltf nn portions of
Martinez has heard reccntl
sickly children were given fresh air
inch over most of the southern nan Judge
, ..X
rl n r 1, ,
., ,1
Ii
4
.A ,1...
U., I
nr,4
,,lnr. ,1...
nun
"K "eaIU
-uie lum cummer uy
lue ciuuu ui xvus.i
irai
uuiiug
f thp
the ex-- I
which
Salvation
for
at
the
its fresh air
12,400.
Army
applied
Th
treme
i
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OLD

" and the leas;

lit

CAPITAL

zero at
greatest lotemperature

degni

Dulce on the 2!th.
cal monthly rani'-waSI degrees at

-

FE, N. iL

&AJTTA

pit-a'-

.STANDARD HIGHGRADE LADIES AND
FALL AND WINTER UNDERWEAR
CHILDRtN
AT PRICED HERETOFORE UNHEARD CF IN
TWS CITY.
WE PRoPOSE To CLEAN UP ALL ODD S AND
END-5- .
WE REALIZE, HOWEVER, THAT THE
EHCKNOVS VALUED WE GIVE HERE WILL
SERVE TO REINFORCE THE GENERAL CONVICTION THAT THIJ STORE S THE PRICE
MAKER ON STANDARD VALUED.
.SALE LASTS "ONE WEEK ONLY "
TWO PIECE "SIT SKVG"
-2

'i

1

:

j

e-

Your Patronage Solicited

j

.

.

well-know-

-

.-

j

N. B. lAUGHLIN,

President

W. E.

STEPHENS. Cashier,
GRIFFIN, Asst. Caseier
H. F.

Real Estate

ruf

Bon
neiu

AND

UN-FU-

R

1

N I S H E D,

;

FINISH. 51. 25REGULAR PRICE

7tc

FINISH NICE Vv'EIGHT REGULAR
PRICE $2.25 To
UNION SUITS COTTON RI5BED
MEDIUM WEIGHT GOOD VALUE AT

1

'

EACH

l.50SJT

CLO-SEOU-

I.u-na- s

65C. WILL

CLO.SE OUT AT
UNION .5UIT.S THAT HAVE BEEN
THE
5E.ST SELLER J
MEDIUM
WEIGHT SOFT FINI-SHCUT FULL,
SPLENDID VALUE J AT $ 1 . 2 5 WILL

i

j

through

Phone. Red Ho. 189

orT

MERCERIZ-

.SPECIAL FrJC.E
UNION.5UIT.5, OUR 3ET LEADER,
60 PER CENT Wool SOlT VELVET

,

An-ay- a

BISHOP.)

19 San Francisco St.

ED

i

K-al- s

WATSON & COMPANY
A.

i

j

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PRO-Tn- i,
PERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA RN-lU- I
CHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.
(C.

1-

WOOL WEIGHT,

--

modern residences and store

Cola
CdltJ
C- -

'''

BUILDINGS,

.

O

.

Surety Bonds

INSURANCE
FURNISHED

i:e:

nlw'.-lv-i- !

60C.

,

.oo

CLO-SE.A-

j

.

Don't Overlook New Year at the

FURNITUKE

STOKE!

AND GIRL.S .SANITARY FLEECE LINED
MEDIUM WEIGHT 2 PIECE .SUITS NICE AND
WARM AND GUARANTEED TO WEAR WITH
PERFECT .SATISFACTION. ON THESE GOOD-WE PROPOSE TO OFFER THE MOST
MARKABLE BARGAINS WE
EVER PUT
OUT. AGE 3 TO 9 THE PRICE IS NOW 15C.
A GARMENT, AND ABOVE THAT AGE 25C.
THE.SE GOOD.S ARE ACTUALLY
WORTH
DOUBLE THE PRICE WE ARE ASKING. OUR
WINTER dUJT STARTED IN, NOW I.S THE
TIME TO LAY IN A .SUPPLY
BoY--

s

j

Give a Sensible, Useful

"What Is

iT

CHINAW ARE,
And other furniture

Present, and not one that the Recipient will ask

fori"

A

j

Full Line of Useful Gifts Such as

FINE RUGS,

ROCKERS,

'

DESKS,

Presents that lust, and prove a joy for years

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

FUNERAL

&

DIRECTORS.

RE-HA- VE

d

j

W. Townsend & Co.
THE PRICE MAKER

-

A, B. RENEHAN

GEO. M. KINSEIX,

SANTA

Sec'y-Trea-

FE ABSTRACT,

J. B. HAY WARD

E, P. DAVIS,

President,
REALTY

5

s

Manager.

-

j

INSURANCE AGENCY.

We

prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
FIRE, TORNADO. PLATE GLASS, LIFE & ACWe draw LEGAL
CIDENT INSURANCE.
PAPERS, attend to RENTS & COLLECTIONS,
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients.
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
We respectfully solicit your business.
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Room 19 Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76

22; fine

$2.55

daJhonWht 130
FRAfclMG

PICTURE

,

IOC
1

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

PALACIt
AVE

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

jjj

FIRST CLASS

BATH

ROOM

Kansas City, Jan. 11 Cattle Receipts 6,000 including 300 southerns.
Market steady to ten higher. Native
steers
steers $5.506.75;
southern
$4.756.25; southern cows $3.25
4.75; native cows and heifers $3fTi6;
and feeders $4.255.S0;
stockers
bulls $45.in;
calves
$4.508.5O;
western' steers
$56.25; western
cows $3.25' 5.
Receipts 14,000. Market
Hogs
five to ten lower.
Bulk $7.757.S5:
heavy $7.So'f 7.S5; packers and butch-- j
ers

sJ--

7

HACK LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Druggists

Syndicate

Premium remedies are not patent

me-

dicines, every premium remedy guaranteed as represented or your money
back. A. D. S. cough remedy
and
cold tablets are unexcelled, get them
now, they cost no more than the
inferior, kind. Sold only by the Ca-

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot pital Pharmacy.
the north bound train and arrival at
Taos at 7 p.. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good

THE CAPITAL

teams.

TDai.gr c.a to ae Pae
limy 6.gTx
Gocaioxta.'ble,

S5.00

ll you want anything on
a New Mexican Want Ad.

eart--t-

Thamara

light

$7.70
7,000.

de Swirsky
Interpretive Dancer
and

Dramatic Pianist
Seats $1.50, $1.00 and 75c.
' Box Seats $2.00

7.85.

On

1.

Sale at Fischer Drug Store
Mon. Jan. 9.

-

""T"."

'"

rather general rain (or snow) periods "
."" "
uuubeuoiu
There are many tired mothers who
occurred, the 13th to the 15th, the
butffcrual at tiu' rate of 12u a is--J'ear!have sickly children who were not
20th to the 21st and
twenty years. The woman an rortunate enough t be given such an
many stations received no precipita-- Illllian
...v..o. nrw!
ouc
im ou uljn 4l,
iuc viiaim lk..l
uiai .1,,
o
and we ask thhose mothers as
tir,n
ht
as
Mr.
from outing
Bernal
by
purchased
of'
a duty to themselves and their child- the month ,vas Ihe
The sunshine
Navajos in 18fal. Another woman,
4, rnnil 41, n 4,n fnllAmlnn l.f- ti,ur io. tr, ,
,,i ,ho
ters:
the territory as a whole there wasj applied for $4,10 claiming it was due
Mrs. Rose Hawthorne Lathrop.
Both
There her for services performed.
a
considerable deficiency.
who has done so much good among!
claims
Marwere
by
rejected
Judge
were 17 clear days, 10 partly cloudy
the children of New York City, says:
tinez.
days and i cloudy days. The pre-- j
The late Juan Bernal was a wealthy "Lit tle children seem to delight in
the
was
from
wind
direction
vailing
In my work among
L"c UHUe' " a, laliic taking Vinol.
"' "c
west, and there were quite a number
111 thls
I give
Vinol
destitute
the
He
sick,
about
- jranch
Colof windy days. The Agricultural
So
many claims have in many cases where it would he im- miles a year a6tn,ifv of
wQ KriSi.a
been presented against the estate possible to give cod liver oil In any
per hour on the 25th; Santa Fe 36 that its
final settlement is proving other form, on account of the ex- miles on the 4th, and Roswell 33 miles
difficult.
treme weakness of the
patient's
on the same day, while El Paso reg
This morning Judge Martinez heard stomach. I have known vinol to j
istered 53 miles on the 31st.
the final report of the administrator restore appetite and infusa new life
Temperature.
of the estate of Jesus Martinez.
when everything else failed."
The mean temperature for the terMrs. C. W. Stump, Canton, Ohio,
ritory, determined from the records EL PASO HOTEL THIEF
says: "I wish I could induce every
of 72 stations having a mean altitude
MAKES CONFESSION. mother who has a weak, sickly child
of about 5,000 feet, was 36.5 degrees
El Paso, Tex., Jan. 11. J. W. Price to try the delicious cod liver prepar-- .
or 2.6 degrees above the normal and
in ation
8.4 degrees above the mean of De- was arrested here for assisting
Vinol, as it restored health
of the Angelus hotel, of and strength to our daughter after
1909.
The highest local the hold-ucember,
monthly mean was 1C.4 degrees at which he was night clerk, January 5. all else had failed."
Vinol is a boon to weak mothers
the Agricultural College, and the After ten hours of "sweating" by
lowest 24.6 degrees at Dulce, while city detectives he confessed ana Im- and sickly chhildren.
If it fails to
the highest recorded temperature was plicated T. R. Warnock, who was al- - give satisfaction we will refund your
82 degrees at Carlsbad on the 4th, and so arrested.
money.
Capital Pharmacy.

! NEW

YEAR ALMOST ARRIVED

-

f.v

and we still have line in the City
of Toys and Fancy Goods

"'.:T-- --

ry
"

Stripling-Burrow- s

Everything at bottom prices. Everybody
is invited to call and examine them.

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

SOFT

HIS

try

Hour

T
GKMUE3I

Eectrc ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

Agent S

For Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe. Water

'CO

j

-

AND

4r

l$f

and See
them in

Light Company

teOawl g

ALE,

m

WILD

Root reek;

p

& Co.

II you wnt anytnmg on eartn
' a New Mexican Want Ad.

We

FOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS

j

PHARMACY
Successors to

j

j

s

FARE

$3.25

1911

The Russian Countess

Market
Receipts
Sheep
steady to strong. Muttons $3.50frt4.5'.
lambs $5.50fi 6.15; fed wethers and
yearlings $i5.60; fed western ewes

j

N M

American

IOOD'iS

7.90;

11

4t-!-

zy--,

O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,

$7.80

26th-27t-

T. W. ROBERT S

January,

$2.50

C55.

2

St S.

10.

$7.50

Market
23,000.
4.50; western
$4.Uo'n 5.70;
yearlings
$4.75 6.55; western $5

4.40;

$2.C5

j

At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit the contour your face,
My razor sharp and o sors keen.
My shop is neat and owelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find;
To suit the taste and please the mind.

west-

n,i;

Receipts

Native

lambs native

oue-hal-

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever stave,
Just call on uie at my salon

calves

6.25;

Sheep
steady.

j

Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers

ELKS' THEATRE

7.95.

j

r

5

$4.15

13

Hogs
Receipts 28,000. Market
five to ten
lower. Light $7.758:
mixed $7.75 8; heavy $7.70 ;; rough
$7.70.' 7.90; good to choice heavy
$7.90. 8; Pigs $7.40S; bulks $7,851?

j

MULLIGAN & RISING

Texas steers

It 7;

12

Si

ern steers $4.25(i75.90; stoci-.crand
feeders $3.65f5.70; cows and heifers

F

!

mediums

17
.; fine
"
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, Jan. in. Cattle Receipts
llt.Oui.p.
Market steady. Beeves $4.65

REPORT

MARKEl

ft

I

SANTA FE, N. M.

Tf-CL-

8A&TTA
AS 4rink

mm

sg-t- o4

eo"l

T&ephm M If mf ktvs
fata wien itftntsd
to the ttrfnty M sstarttrfay

mm! tetrttinjr

CttOtSY,

JS

HtVX'2A

LCMOM SOOA,

IKON

fizz, coco coca,

BttO,

WATOIS.

FE BCTTLI?;G WORKS.

from frlterad

vter.

HENRY KXtCK, Prwprfcrtor

TEE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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wears around her shouUieis. is h
lavender.
A lavender velvet ri!!GENERAL O FFiCES- - RATON NEW MfcXICO.
d.es its little best to keep the blur,,
curls in place. There is a tin'
lavender around the nose as if iu
131"
1st
(K''H'.l IoWU)
countess carried her color scheme
2a
.STATU i.N S
t ti m) far as face
powder. Lave!,.;
a in
j aisd brown
There
eyes.
you hnc t.
night.
4
00
7
lies M.dn.-s- N. M.
3 50
i
7 40
i:unnMo.
Mile. d. Swirsky is accompanied by 'ountess de Swirsky. The rest
3
30
11
vcli.mu.
n,1 hv an
lh..r
nrehnstrn oft" "Wtiing for the eves which are .,
3 15
'n pu'l u
3 05
eleven. Tiose w ho go to see her to-- big as a brunette baby's and
2 45
Th.'i.
Hiired the art of dancing a
a 10
niirht wi:! doubtless enjoy something
2 25
Hi tl
own account. Oh, yes, Hit
1 55
tiieir
9 35
.('llit...n Ji
t
more
the
the
Russian.
Grecian,
'in
.'
and til. ''riental dances: if they have a cunning little mole on the
lu 15
i
2 :,)
9 49
r good music they will find but then that is an afterihouglu
a love
.( Ilf'o.'l Hi'
247
lavender and the brown eyes ;ip
1're lea
4S
o '7
a
rarely spread in the south3 4;,
J.t .i a.it'Liun
thing."
"
2
ItT.
335
Her Program.
:. has been
M
C'o'fHX
written about 'Mile.
4 16
Is
de
And what will the Countess
e.'rro-osji i)2
7ti
4 43
of
the
de
Metropolitan
tlrsky, lately
7 !5
imni'l'Oll
82
5 "fi
do this evening at the !" s
Swirsky
She
am iiosion Opera Companies.
5 11'
mai'roQ
What is (he program?
Here it
6 27
.Nnsli
ha
teen called "sinuous and sylph-bu- t
.. Harlan
!7
FIRST
PART.
6 (11
"te 1'ark, St. M..
Xell Brinkley in the New
li:
Danses Slaves
- p m
p
livening Journal declares she
Dvorak
a
of
bus
a
"a sadnes
face,
shyness,
H. W. Ry, t al'i both Northland 'South.;
Overture (Orchestra)
(a)
:"fiutvt .it iii'tt
pathetic ardor that wins you." That (b) Danse Xuptiale.
5SUi. 'or V.i,i Kinl a X, it, iuets tritlus a: l'restou N.lM.
-v
Stl-'- -'
t't ; v. t.. far KU,ib.: it ) va. N M., jit 9:00 !.t. m. flatly incept sadness of face" is characteristic of If) Mazurka Ruse.
;i.50 round
;he Russian; the great, deep, black
true,
ilfly ptuud ba?ao
tmtlity-- .
if'' " '. t'
(di Danse Nationale Russe.
vi ,iaos. S. M- f a' lilt' toatu it 11:11 p. m. arrived fromitle'
S tr ii !i !' i
0.
eyes are famed for that sad look. But
Intermission and Orchestra
at 4:3.- v.
Russian ladies are vivacious neverSECOND PART,
and are able to talk any lantheless
Polonaise
M. WILLIAMS,
VAN KOUTEN,
E. G. DEDMAN,
with their hands, their eyes and (a)
guage
G. P. Agent,
tb) Prelude,
V. P. 6. G. IV:..
Superintendent.
their heads.
let Waltz,
Here is a description of the coun
id) Mazurka.
tess by an El Paso newspaper man
THIRD PART.
who interviewed her:
Peer Gynt Suite
"The? elevator door slides back and
Danses Orientals
a vision of pale lavender appears. It
Grieg
is the 'lavender lady,' the Russian (a) T.e Matin (Orchestra)
dancer, the Countess Thamara de (b) La Mort D'Ase.
Swirsky, as much at home as if it was (d Dans le Chateau du roi des Monthe boudoir of her Russian palace.
tagues.
She resembles nothing so much as one
Intermission and Orchestra.
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
of Xell Brinkley's filmy drawings done
FOURTH PART.
in purple. Her gown is lavender. So
The Classic Dance "Tanagra"
Douglas, and all Points in New
are her jet beaded slippers which peep "La. Tanagra" Danses Greece,:,. s
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
from under a lavender skirt, short Musique. Gluck Rachmaninoff.
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
enough to reveal a wee bit of laven- Delibes et Glazounoff.
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
der silk hosiery. Her veil, which she
The curtain rises at S:::'i ).. m.

Countess Tha:nara tie Swirsky.
famed ;is a daiieuse and as a pian- iste still und.. 21 and yet able to
i
take the
capitals of Europe by
Sturm when .".o dances or plays,
this afternoon and
rived in the
he se. at the Elks' theater to. will
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ASK FOR TICKETS

I

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT!

El Paso & Southwestern

The Bast Route
For

I

Rues

uc!

System

East or West

-

i!

!l

v

,

rf

WEDNESDAY,

before any justice ot the peace or
district court, shall be fined in a sum
of not less than fifty dollars nor more
tban one hundred, and imprisoned in
the county jail, for three months, and
t ball be forever barred from teachcing
school or to hold any office of honor
or profit in this Territory.
"Sec. 2. That the superintendent
t i the county is by this act required
to summarily remove from office or
employment any person violating the
provisions of the preceding section,
and upon failure to do so he shall be
removed from office by the superintendent of public instruction, who Js
hereby authorized and empowered to
till said vacancy."
One word more on the race question' I think the least, speakers and
papers say on that subject the better it will be for all concerned. This
narepublic is not an Anglo-Saxotion pure and simple. It never wras.
it was established by the shedding of
blood of men from nearly all the nations of the world. It is, and has
been from its establishment a cosmopolitan nation. It is God's free coun
try for all the oppressed of the human race. Why, j.hen, should any par
ticular race claim any right or privilege over the members of another
race? But what I cannot understand
is why this conglomeration of different nationalities with due exceptions
while they are living in the east are
constantly agitating the race contentions among themselves and when
,'liey come to New Mexico they forget
their differences and make common
cause to pick at their favorite bone
ihe
Back east the
English have as much love for the
Irish as the cat has for the mouse
and
and so with the other
nationalities. We know how in the
east, race alliances are made to fight
those of other races, we know how
at the election of 190S, the Germans
organized in New York a society
known as
"The
State Alliance" and how they advised
the voters of that blood to vote for
Charles H. Caus, simply because he
was a German and his opponent, Mar-- j
tin H. Glyn, was Irish. And it is the
same all over in the east, but when
i
they come to New Mexico nearly all
nake it a common business to con- sider themselves as of one blood so
that there is but one other "the Mex- ican" against whom, with the due ex-ceptions, all unite. That conduct is

TOT
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ride and
hicvcle furnished br in. Our agents everywhere ar
sample Latest Model
full particulars and special ejter at ettce.
making money rase vv rite
NO MONkY ItKQUIKUU until you receive and approve of your bicycle. We ship
uu
yj . o. n'linimi a crnz aepostt in auvance, prepay
iu ttiiyunc, ..! m i c iu
allow TEN
FKKK TKIALduiior which time you may ride thejreigni,
bicycle and
put it to any test voa wish. If you are ther. not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to
keep the bicycle ship it back to us at our expense and you nvill not be out one cent,
We tunush the highest
bicycles it is possible to mak
tflPTftOV
niVU at one small profit abovegrade
actual factory cost. You save $ia
to $2$ middlemen's profits by buying direct oi us and have the manufacturer's guarNOT KLT? a bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone
antee behind your bicycle.
at arty price unm yuu roeive our catalogues ana learn our unneara oi jaciory
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Printed and Tor Bale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe. N sheet
Mex.
Chattel Mortgage, 2 sheet
ot
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
Claimant,
Proof, Testimony
Power of Attorney
sheet.
full sheev
Prices on other stamps, pads, and all
Desert Land Entry, Declaration ot
other office supplies, on application.
full sheet
Applicant,
School Blanks.
Deposition of Witness.
sheet.
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Final Proof.
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,
sheet.
Contest Notice,
Contract for ScUool Teacher, 12

n

FAST OR WEST
use ths

1--

1-- 2

1-- 2

2

2

outset.
ft
Yearly Proof.
Affidavit to be filed before contest,

sheet
Subpoena,
J. P. Complaint,
i sheet
4
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Against
Search Warrant,
sheet
sheet tainer,
sheet
to make final
sheet
Replevin Bond,
Execution Forcible Entry and
sheet.
sheet,
1

2
it is crimi-- ;
sheet
despicable.
mil. So far as the
Affidavit of Contest
Entryman,'-'-628- ,
being a subject of pity and charity
our opponents may rest assured that
Notice of Intention
such is not the case; that we will in proof,
sheet
the future hold our own as we have
Additional Entry,
done to the present time. We are not
1 2
320 Homestaad Entry,
worrying for our future. Why should sLeet.
they? The future will take care of
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ai
itself. "Enough for the day is the pllcaut, full sheet
evil thereof."
The same ever watchsheot.
Relinquishment,
ful God that, has taken care of us up
sheet.
Township Plats,
to the present hour will dp so in ths
Township Plats, full sheet
future, our friends, the pessimists, to
General Blankf.
the contrary notwithstanding.
Tiond for "Heed.
sheet.
For the great solicitude expressed
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet
at the meeting by Mr. Catron and
sheet
Bond, General Form,
Governor Mills for the welfare of our
of Marriage, 75c per doz.
Certificate
native people I, for one, am pro-- i
sheet
OfSnl Bond,
foundly thankful but do not agree
Not if! of Sale Under Foreclosure
with Mr. Catron in Ihe grave fears
he entertains for our future; we de- of Mortgage, full sheet
sheet
Application for License,
pend on our own ability, on the prosheet.
Retail Liquor License,
tection afforded us by the treaty and
Notice of Conveyaice,
sheet
the national constitution, as well as
Certificate of Election, ? sheet.
our own constitution, for the protec-- I
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
tion and enforcement of our rights.
sheet.
Deed, City ot Santa Fe,
I can't believe that the nation is made
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
up of a rapacious element such as
Application for Marriage License,
would seem to appear from the fears
sheet
expressed by some of our Anglo-SaxoCertificate of Birth. 4 sheet.
fellow citizens. Above all we de
sheet.
Certificate of Dea th,
pend in an all wise Providence who
Butchers' Shipping
Notices,
the
destinies of individuals as
guides
sheet.
well as of nations.
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
Yours truly.
Receipts, 25c per pad.
BENJAMIN M. READ
Cost Bond,
sheet
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
j
sheet
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
Palace.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
Solomon Luna. Los Lunas: H. B. sheet
Hening, Albuquerque; Miss True,
Letters Testamentary, 2 sheet
sheet.
Ranch; A. C. Probert, Taos;
Declaration in Assumpsit,
A. Lilly, Jr., Baltimore: Dr. H. W.
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
jHeymann, East Las Vegas; M. W. fcjssBssMBJSsaB?nM.:.JJiiMBSsMi
Mills, Springer.
Claire.
A. B. Martinez, Monte Vista;
M.
Harrison, Denver; D. Lay ton, Chicago
J. T. Swift, Albuquerque; R. W. HarA. A. Pouchot, Deni vey, Des Moines;

ShortestLine to Denver,
Colo. Spring, and Pueblo
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R0SWELL AUTO CO. R03WELL NEWIMEX
the rata

per hundred Iha.
Special automobile furnished t
commodate any number of passenger

Kos-freil-

of $S.(hr

to make special connections wlti any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Ros-11 Auto
Co., at RosweU, N. M,, at
leabt 24 hours In advance. Rate foi
special $40.00 to accommodate four of
fewer passengers to either point.

Ilos-wel- l

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
Herewith are some tjargaln ottered
by the New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, ehee
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The foUowing are the time tables
of the local railroads:

Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexible
CoTer Pocket Docket single, $1.25-twor more books, $1 each. Nw
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Now.
3 and 14 inclus've $3.30 each. CoinuM-.tioCorporation Laws, 75c Compil
tlon Mining LWS. 50c. Monmr-lSfSCB t of New Mexico
Reports, full
Bheepr 50; full Uat school blank.

Leave

A. T. A S. F. Ry.

8.10 a. m. connect with No.
bound, No. 10 eastbound.

3 west-

Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10
1

west

Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30

p. m.
9

7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10

TO AND FROM
Connection made with Automobile p. m
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
D. 4. B. G. Ry.
Automobile leaves Vaughn tor
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at RosweU at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
RosweU for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
New Mexico Central Ry.
and arrive! at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
(are between Santa Fe and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and 34 east and S3 south and west
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from
mobile
by wire. J. W. Stockard. No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west
KOS-VTCL-

Res-we-

Be

Race Question
New Mexico.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. U, 1911.
The Editor of the Xew Mexican:
Sir At the statehood meeting held
night before last in this city, I had
intended to enter into a concise but
thorough dissertation of my reasons
for supporting the constitution as
well as a complete analysis of the
untenable arguments used against its
Time did
adoption by our opponents.
not permit and besides Mr. Catron
anil Governor .Mills who preceded me,
went over the ground so well that I
thought it improper to repeat their
reasoning, especially when I knew
that the audience was getting tired,
the hour of night being already advanced and also because no speaker
can convert a worn out audience into
a pleasing meeting.
Governor Mills made some remarks
which made a deep impression in ray
mind. He referred to the unjust treatment the
children
had been receiving at the hands of
the school authorities at Carrizozo
where he saw very recently two
school houses, one a nice two story
brick house for the
"American" children, and one
miserable
adobe shack for the
children.
He also stated that a
citizen had brought
to Carrizozo his daughter who was
fairly educated and wanted her to
enter the
American school
but was told that the girl could only
No

in

Spanish-America-

p. m.

4:00 p. m. connect with No.
bound.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

n

Spanish-America-

Spanish-America-

n

n

enter the "Mexican"
school. The
governor feelingly referred to this incident in connection with the safe-- j
guards the constitution places around
the
rights of the native
That statement convinced
me that some
official is guilty
or an onense.
ny was not the at-tention of the district attorney of
Lincoln county called to the migrant
violation oi tne law? Some oi the
county or territorial school authori-ties must have known what was go-- i
ins on at Carrizo.o, why, then, was
such condition of things tolerated?
We have on our statute books a law
which amply protects every
child,
which law 1 drafted myself and had
it passed wheu I had the honor of
being the speaker of the House in
1901. That law is in force now and
it is chapter 7S of the Session Laws
of that. year.
The law amends section 135C of the Compiled Laws of
1807. It reads us follows:
"Sec. 1. That, section 1550 of the
Compiled Laws of 1897, of the Territory of New Mexico shall be amended
by adding at the end of said section
the following: 'That any teacher,
school directors or members of any
board of education connected with the
common schools in this Territory who
shall refuse to receive any pupil at
school on account of race or nationality the said pupil being entitled to
attend school in said district as
provided, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
here-befor- e

ll

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and
Chronic Constipation.

Flsaaant to

OR
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De-fu- ll
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Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract between Directors and Teasheet.
chers,
sheet.
Oaths of School Director,
Certificate of apportionment
of
School Funds,
sheet.
Contract for Fuel, 4 sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
sheet,
two for $10.00. Adapted to New Mexico Code. Postage 17c.
Proof, Testimony of Witness.
Distriot Clerks' Annul Report,
sheet.
Land Office Blanks.
Homestead Entry,
sheet
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. Th
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
4
sheet
Complaint, Criminal
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comsheet.
plaint,
4
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Coronado.
J. Salazar, Alcalde; Dr. James
Stone, Cuervo; Dr. Cristoval Anaya.
Galisteo: Hinolito Rovhal. FsnannlaMr. and Mrs. A. J. Knifton. El Paso;
G. C. Alvey. Albuquerque: L S. Kella- han, Boston.
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Rtsbbei Stamps!

j

Montezuma.
Reginald G. Cobbet, Tesuque; Har
old H. Brook. Buckman- - Lnnta Pnoon.
bach, Albuquerque; John H. Sargent,
jKl Rito; H. F. Homer, New York;
.
Norton Nelson, L. H. Darby,
n frnatcv ,Sn
Astor, Philadelphia; W. L. Lander, Si

YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THIN
BUSINESS, REFREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR
MEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
BU8Y PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
DEAL OF TIME.
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

WHEN

A.

-

PRICE-LIS- T
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches riB
Each additional line on same stamp, "c.
Inches long
One-lin- e
and not over 3
8tamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp, 15
One-lin- e
and not over 5 Inches Ions
Stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
e
Stamp, over B Inches long, aer Inch
Each additional Fine, same price.
as two lines.)
(Curved linen on Stamp count
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25 extra.
Larger siies at proportionate prices.
Inch Inch In six, we chart
Where type used is over one-haInch or fraction.
line for each one-ha-

IBs

e

One-lin-

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(06872 Not Coal.)
Department of the Interior,
T. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

January

7, 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Adelai-dMartinez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
on July 10, 1905, made homestead
for W
NW
entry No.
W
Section 24, TownSW
ship 14 N Range 11 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before the register or receiver, TJ. S. land oflice, Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 23d day of February, 1911
Claimant names a switnesses:
Octabiano
Jose Ynez
Rodriguez,
Manzanares, Hilario Garcia, Juan B.
Martinez, all of Santa Fe, N.. M.
MANUEL B. OTERO,
Register.

Laxative Frail Syrup
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
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CaTrylng the U. S. mail and
between Vsufjhn, N. M., and
,
X. M., cosiaeetlng T,1th th
E3 Paso & Southwestern and Rock
Itallroada
and the Atchison,
Topfra & Santa Ke Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., aTriye
In Ro?Wf!ll at 3:30 p. m.
Leave
at 12:30 a. m. arrlTt
la Vaughaa a!. 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lb, to
ach regular ticket, excess baggage at
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COUNTESS THAM ARA DE SWIRSKY.
World Famed Danseuse and Pianiste Who Will Give a Varied Program at
the Elks' Theater Tonight. "Her Sadness of Face, Shynes and Pathetic
Ardor win You," Says Nell Brinkley in the New York Journal
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CHICAGO,

sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
Lease,
sheet
Lease of Personal Property,
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TO IHTRODUGE, ONLY

kO M3HI TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES
KAIi.S, Tackg or Glass will nof let the
lr out. Sixtv thousand pairs sold last year.
Overt-viundred thousana pairs now in use.
CIES3L ?prOWsMadeinall sizes. Itislively
rfiiiir vrrvdnrableandHiiedinsidewilll
a special jua'utv
roroiu and which closes up small punciures wimuui
Hotloe the thick rubber treaa
We have hundreds ol lettersirorasaiis- "A' and puncture strips
fieilcus'o ners stating thattheir tires haveonlybeen pumped
and M IV also rim strip " ii"
no more than
to prevent rim cutting. This-tirtip oik v r twice in a whole season. They weigh
an ordinary tire, thepunctureresistingquaUuesbcinggiven
will outlast any other
b r sev. : al layers ot thin, specially preparea laurrc ju iiic
make SOFT. ELASTIC awl
ThereiularDriceof these tiresisSS.50 per pair.but for
RIDING.
h'"- ,
a lvcrt. ingpurposeswearernasuisa!icLiiiiu.y
letter is received. We ship C. O. T). on
the ric r of only $4.80 per pair. All orders shipped same day
as represented.
ancro al You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly
4.55 per pair) if you
V e will allow a cash discount of 5 per cent (therehy making the price
no risk in
sent' ULLi CASH WITH OHUKlt and enclose this advertisement. if Yon run
for any reason they are
sendine us an order as the tires may be returned at OUR expense
safe as in a
us
as
to
is
sent
and
reliable
money
not satisfactory on examination. We are perfectly
find that they will Tide easier, run faster.
bank If you order a pair of these tires, you willvou
at
seen
used
or
ever
have
tire
anv
any
price. We
wear'better last longer and look finer than
a bicycle you will give us your order.
know that you will be so well pleased that when you want
er.
off
remarkable
tire
this
hence
.
order
at
us
a
trial
once,
We want vou to send
a pair of
don't buy aay kind at any price until you send for
and
trial
at
Puncture-Proo- f
on
tires
approval
filEEtl
YOU
Hedgethorn
for our big Tire and Sundry Catalogue which
the special introductory price quoted above; or wrile
the
usual
half
at
about
tires
of
kinds
ail
and
makes
prices.
and
dcscr.oes
quotes
ojf BimNQ a b ,
WW
or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the new and wonderful
DO
NOW.
Write
it
to
learn
a
everything.
offers we are making. It only costs postal

j

f,V J

P.

A SAMPLE PAIR

The regular retail price of these tires is
4i,r hair, but to introduce we will

2
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Prices and remarkable special offer to rider agents.
"ceive our beautiful catalogue and
VPII Wll 1 RP ASTf!llKHFH when yu
study our superb models at the wonderfuliy
low prices we can make you this year. We sell the highest grade bicycles for less money
We are Satisfied with Si.m nnnit arvv fartnrv rnst
than nnv other faCWrV.
you can sell our bicycles under your own name plate at
BICVCjLE lKAJ-r:K'nur nnrps. Orders hi led tlie d.w received.
ICONO HANI) IUCVCLKS., We do not reealarly handle second hand bicycles, but
a tinmhcr on hand t;?ken tn trade bv our Chicazo retail tnrp
Thoi w
nut
or JlO. Descriptive bargain lists mailed fres.
3 to
nronmiiv at Prices raiigins' from
BiiiKlo wheels, imported roller chains and prdals parts, repairs and
n
a
JAaiK-DAHn.uusual
kinds
of
retail
at
tiu
all
half
v
prices.
equipment
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Clean sis the system

thoroughly and clears

sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.
It is ?vr(urttid

26o.

2

2

2Se.
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One-lin-
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DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for
and year In
Ledger Dater month, day
Dater
Regular line
Deflnance Model Band Dsscr
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
STAMP PADS.

86
85
.

l.M

Fac-Smi- le

SELF-INKIN-

15

cents; 2x3 14, 15 cents; 2
cents; 3
14, 50 cents; 4
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS

J4EW PJEXlCAji

25

2 34x4
75 eanta.

cents;

H
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tANTA FE, NEW

MEXICO.

JANUARY

WEDNESDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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"XTrrmm,"
laconically acquiesced
Hamilton, "I've got money, you know.
No reason for me to keep bent over
a huge ledger all the days of my

I
Codfish
and Cupid
By

STACY

(Copyright,

1110,

E. BAKE

by AiMuUaUnl

D

ISBELL'S
Challenge

j

Liinrjf i'rw.)

This was news to Annabelle. Rob--j
ert, however, had the reputation for
truthfulness not to be denied. She
had no reason to disbelieve him. She
resumed the sheep's eyes and email
talk.
Just as things were progressing
nicely a peculiar noise caused Robert
to excuse himself and enter the parlor. He made a hurried exit immediately, tore madly out through the
kitchen door and returned almost instantly with two brimming palls of
water. These were taken beyond the
of
sacred portals. No explanation
this strange conduct was vouchsafed.
the caller as the flushed
again Joined her in the sit- .
Annabelle politely waited
for some time, then, with a reproachful glance at the young man, carefully picked up the broken threads
of conversation.
Annabelle went home with food
for thought Her little flyer in love
had been moderately successful.
Richard bad cast several admiring
glances her way, but the marathon
of the youth Into the parlor was
beyond her. The parlor of the Hamilton home was the hub of mystery.
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One of Hardest Work: !0 and ivost
Deceptive Pitchers in National
League Has h es.

Who Oppose

Fighting and
the Time.

kT

-

n

burden-bearin-

NOT

.

ting-room-

tank-hom-

RICHIE

WINNING

By LOL RICH
By FRANK ISBELL.
The
dobber
your
Keep
rnirtgage fas du i.i!t!c- I.ooie
up axj chaDenge
Mead
every one who opposes you. Kuop had to t :ve thej old fc
He
nwrt living.
fighting and hurtling all the titue. had trieii to rnfe an
That's the way to win.
but at t:.e tend.- age ' fift" n he
I Lava worked on bas ball c!ubs threw dov n his (rusty
',
to
that have beaten much str ager c'.'.ba, a baseball and i?:''rmi:
a;
ofttlie
white
na
tve
a
and the seoret of our tsucct s ta
nal ammta-Ion.
that we always have kepi In b
him earn- Every oti refuod to
condition than our oppcents und
that there
rie t
fought harder. I think I set t: ng esuy, even nms
a baseball
fas no chaice fcr him
clearer now that I am a elub o
than 1 did when I was a i :ay r, ' ':i.g 'tragedian, they iere so imeroua, so
able to get both views o: the tixuv,
he Jumped iito m corm
line. Every
and the first thing that firikes r.,u is
a gx
one said: "H
entertainer
the necessity of having i leuck-- to even If he cantjb
And every
pitch
keep the entire team moving at top batter who tvtr
thought he could hit
speed, and one who can fret the
.800 (which ltclides u:
of
them)
work out of each man. The game is
bats and hurr! to welcome
a peculiar one, because the work of grabbed
Lou. H etarted tn eastern
each man depends so much upon the little
time the
Pennsylvania, but afti r
work of those around him.
asked Mm to ".n because the
league
My idea as a club owner of how to batters were knocking
down the
win often conflicts with the Ideas I fences.
had when a player. I have a theory
Finally little Loole
desperate.
now that picking the men more be
The mortgage ss aboi.t iuo and his
cause of tneir nerve, their courage
v.. ut back and
and their dispositions than for their dog was starving He
hoe naaln, but ho had lost
playing ability is the winning system. tried the
On the field I think I have helped control. Beside every time the hoe
win more because of jollying" other accidentally Jerked a s; i; out of the
Looie. practiced throwing
players, watching tbera, stopping them ground
it.! He tbr.-all his emwhen they are going too fast, than I curves with
yard.
ever did by Individual hitting or field- ployer's crop Itto a neighbor's
and Just for that he wa- fired. The
ing. It was the devotion to Jones and
to Comlskey, and the confidence we mortgage was overdue, (ine day little
spud.
felt in them and in each other that Looie picked up a largo ruind
won pennants for the White Sox, and It was the turning point. H shied It
If that spirit does not exist in a team at a cat and d as the spud flew through
sudder.ly and hit the
the team is beaten, no matter how the air it
who
owned tho morb-- :
monster
cruel
be.
its
individual
great
strength may
to
this great
perfect
Anxijus
gage.
In
I
believe
As for playing the game,
curve little Looie kept hooking curve
doing the unexpected :uid pulling off
at the crue! financier until
plays Just when the other team is potatoes
he resembled a potato pancake. The
looking for somethiug else. I always
Phlladel-- !
have been a believer in the hit and next day he took his curve to
run game, rather than sacrificing, and phia and Viis signed to pitch for the
also of hitting the ball at unexpected Phillies, and cheer up gloomy athletes
into the Delaware
times. For instance, if runners are who wanted to leap
on bases and all the rules of play river because their batting averages
aoorn tn nnl n t tn a vnnri fioo hunt Artfi were not .437. For this they paid him
oa& salary to support himself In
if the other team palpably is expecting
a sacrifice, I bellev.- - it is good policy the sty'e to w,hifh he hanot befn
to play hit and run as soon as the in customed and to paylilmthe mortgage.
ho couldnt
field Is pulled out of position. I be The manager told
They said he
lieve also, and I think I may claim pitch for sour apples.
off the
that I have won irany games by It, was a comedian, both on and
that running wild on the bases is one slab. That broke his tender heart,
of the best systems of winning baseball games. I know that while I was

When Robert
Hamilton's Uncle
diod tlio young man inherited seven
codfish and a spacious tank for the
same along with several volumes on
fish culture.
To cheer the despond-'en- t
Robert, $80,000 accompanied this
eccentric gift, all to be his own if he
abided by several conditions easy
conditions.
Era Dodderman had won the be,
ginning of his fortune as the captain
of a fishing smack oft the coast of
New England, and his sentiment for
his
pets, while freakish,
was commendable.
A codfish could ,not be called frivolous. All it asks is plenty to eat
and a bit of, brine wherein occasionally to move an Indolent fin. Ezra
Dodderman's
seven
bewhlskered
emulsion makers, while parlor cod,
were no exceptions
to the general
rule. Ezra wouldn't have thought of
in any
keeping their huge
other room In his modest domicile.
Robert had explained, in an emThe parlor for his finny ones!
Hadn't their kind established
the barrassed way, that he was engaged
in a special work.
Annabelle told
moneyed house of Dodderman? NothShe
ing should be too good for them. He him that she would call again.
gave them fresh sea water twelve did, and once more departed, more
mystified than ever. Robert's eccentimes a day.
The $80,000 that came to Hamilton tricities bordered on insanity. He needwas accompanied by the command ed watching study.
that the pets of the departed be given ' During Annabelle's every visit the
all the comforts of home; namely, a young man frequently excused himand dashed wildly Into the parlor
conspicuous place in the parlor and self
twelve changes of sea water each In response to an Imperative flap that
day. Failure to make good in any of sounded like nothing she had ever
these conditions would result in a heard before. The cod, when their
withdrawal of the coin, and another water became foul, made impatient
and gasping pilgrimages Into the air,
Intimate acquaintance with the book'
It was on her
keeper's high stool for the lanky returning noisily.
to
fifth
visit
the house of Robert
Robert
and on one of his hurried rushes to
Hamilton was of the young-oltype
that is often found in clerkly capa- the rear of the cottage after the escities in business institutions.
His sential brine, that the girl deterlife was clocklike, mechanical. He minedly opened the door, and the
went to work at a certain hour and mystery was laid bare.
Annabelle gaped, unpicturesquely,
did everything as he had done it each
but not naturally.
The
perhaps,
his
Cleg-toconnection with
day during
seven
ones gathered curiously
scaled
& Clog
He lunched at a certain
hour and returned to his home at a at the glass side of their prison and
fishily, shaking their whiskers
certain hour! Life with Robert Ham- stared
ilton was a system. Uncle Ezra had the while.
The
Robert entered,
put an end to this system.
and gasped when he suddenly real-ezeHamilton was horrified when the
the presence of his fair one.
Breezeville lawyer cited the condi- Here was an
end to his one romance.
tions attached to the acceptance of He
sighed lugubriously.
his uncle's legacy. The attorney, in
Annabelle was speaking.
turn, was horrified when the book"Robert
Hamilton!
What does
refused
them.
to
consider
keeper
It this mean?"
took seven days of picturesque eloRobert
confessed his
quence to bring the unimaginative
secret. The maid's voice
plodder around.
was so forceful he couldn't help himHamilton was not married. His self.
scaled wards were moved into his
"Umm," ventured Annabelle at the
humble cottage in the night. The completion of the story. "You need
bookkeeper was ashamed of them. a guardian, Robert, and I deem it my
His housekeeper, an aged dame, who duty to marry you at once and stay
had been sworn by the youth to keep right here with you. In these days of
closed lips as to the presence of the good plumbing It is silly to be bound
tank and its inmates, snorted disgustas a waiter to a gang of gangling codedly as she stared through the thick fish. We will Just connect pipes with
glass of the acquarium into the
faucets to come over this vat with a
eyeo of th slothful aa& drain to carry away tlie refuse water.
parasites. Thence on, a tank of water No need for so much fuss and flurry."
arrived each week from Boston.
Annabelle married him.
Under
Fortunately, Hamilton's little cot- her capable direction codfish culture
tage was near the tracks, and at very became a pleasure.
little expense he had a spur thrown
into his back yard. People were curiMysterious Electricity.
ous about the Importation.
Some
Death from electricity may come
thought Robert had discovered oil in
his cellar. They didn't know about from paralysis of the heart or by stopIn some cases,
page of breathing.
the fish.
Hamilton, long since drifted Into after getting the shock the victim has
a rut, would have kept to his job at been able to get up, walk and talk about
the
Clegton-Clobooks willingly. his accident, then failing stone dead
This was made impossible by the im- directly afterward. Sensibility to electricity Is very different In animals. In
perative clause In the will demandtwelve
water
of
for
the Vienna experiments have been made
ing
changes
The horse
fish.
The antiquated slavey refused on ten different species.
to deliver over the green stuff from was killed instantly on 100 volts; the
strength of the common house curthe eastern coast to the parlorites.
It was necessary for Hamilton to at- rent is about 100 volts. Dogs are almost as easily killed. A rabbit 6tood
tend to It himself.
But the
Hamilton always dressed in black. a much stronger current.
could not kill a frog
He wore stiff white shirts and white experimenters
ties. His modest garb and reddish with all the current they had. Looks
for antivivlsectlon-lst- s
sideburns lent him a ministerial dig- like a
if any are left
nity, and this was even as it should
be, for Richard was a model young
man. He did not Indulge In tobacco,
A Japanese Judge.
The Japanese have promoted the
liquor or expressive expletives. And
yet there are flaws lm all good timber.
religious as well as the material InHamilton had one dissipation.
Her terests of the Koreans not only by the
name was Annabelle Lea.
large library allowed to the several
hundred missionaries now engaged in
Annabelle Lea was a rabbit-facework in that country, but also
damsel, who, despite her omnipresent
of the appointment of Judge
expression of meekness, had a most
resolute will of her own. She had Watanabe, one of the most active and
Influential Christians in Japan, to the
known Robert all her life. They cabead of the Korean Judiciary.
This
pered In the same exclusive society.
of
For three years the bookkeeper had Presbyterian elder and
paid Annabelle assiduous attention. the' Yokohama Young Men's Christian
She believed he Intended" to marry association used the following words
on assuming office. "I go to Korea not
her, and her ladylike heart
at his very approach. She merely to Interpret and administer the
kept her determined spirit In the law, but that I may be a witness for
.Christ." The Outlook.
background.
Robert, however, was, at this particular period, far too busy with codYes, tndeedl
fish to bother about girls.
"Hun and his wife took I and my
No one in the village knew of the wife out for a ride in their new autoyouth's inherited $80,000; no more, mobile last night"
In fact, of this than they did of his
"Is that so? Aint It nice that such
their
people as them should
Therefore,
parlor boarders.
various bumps of rustic curiosity
have became rich?"
throbbed when Hamilton resigned his
position and stuck clannfshly to his
ON A 8IDING.
save on prayer meeting
cottage,
sights and. Sabbath mornings.
All of this precluded the ambition
Annabelle from the codflshy secret
eating out the heart of the man she
Intended to marry.
After several
weeks she doffed her maidenly diffidence and called.
Robert was at home. He was
at home. He invited the lady
Heretofore.
into bis sitting-room- .
on previous calls, Annabelle had been
ushered into the parlor. In this fail
ure to comply with an ethical condiAnnabelle be
tion long established,
lieved that she oould discern a waver
ing affection. She smiled.
"I thought maybe yon were
commenced Annabelle, coyly. "That
1b
why I called today. I havertt
seen you pass the house on your waj
to work lately. You, know, Robert,
that dear mother used to say before
she was taken away that there was
no one ,in town as clevet as I when
v
it came to sickness, and "
V
"I've quit work," lnterupted RobConductor This train Is a local exert, hastily
press. What made you think it was a
"Quit?" gkspd Annabelle. Robert, milk train?
out of work, was not the catch that
P&ssengeiv-Obecause it stopped
Robert, faithful retainer of the Cleg- o many times to water.
m- - .
dull-eye- d
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You and Keep
Hustling All
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YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.

1

!

a day
m

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU

i
Vi

BUSINESS.

-

THE SUBSCRIBBRS to the local paper are the prosper- m
ous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
ii
BUY.

I

r--

cu-ve-

m

j

"

in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertisements in its local papers.
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that advertising pays. That is, if it is dona right.
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column th?,t you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carYOUR ADVERTISEMENT

load lots.
YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.
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Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there i3 no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.

i

AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

i

m
m

right goods at the right price.
THE

"'

v
r

"

..

MERCHANT is noted by the

NON-PROGRESSI-

fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be

ri
fit
r.i

Lou Richie.

5j

poor.

Then the peerless leader of the Chicago Cubs purchased him and permitted him to warm up almost every
day and occasionally pitch a game.
The peerless leader was tender heart
ed. He didn't care "how many hits
they made, he let poor Lou stay. And
Lou has stayed this long and expects
to be champion of the world. As for
getting my start I haven't got it yet.

the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
LAST YEAR,

you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it.
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot airord to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

Frank Isbell.

JPORTim

in the major leagues I was severely
criticized many times for going from
first to third, or from second home,
on short hits. Every time I was
caught I was criticized for taking too
reckless chances, and many defeat
were blamed to me, and many times I
was called bone head or worse.
During my major league career,
however, I think I won two games by
wild running where I lost one. The
Abe Attell Is one of the gamest
first theory I ever had in regard to
baseball was that the team that makes fighters who ever drew on a glove.
Hugo Kelly has agreed, it is said,
the other team throw the ball will
Anwin. Nothing in the game causes aa to box Sam Langford out in Los
geles.
runbase
wild
many wild throws as
Now the umpires have started to
ning.
organize. They certainly need protection.
Joe Tinker says he was only fooling
MADE $70,000 ON FOOTBALL
when he said he wanted to play third
base, says a report.
This Year Receipts at Yale Fall BeFrank Navin, president of the DeAttendance
Last
hind
Season's
troit Tigers, at last has acknowledged
Was Large at Start
he needs some new pitchers.
One eastern baseball writer picks
Yale's receipts from football Wm the Chicago White Sox and the Clevefall reached about 170,000. The mala land Naps to show the greatest imitems in this total are as follows: Har- provement in 1911.
vard game, $84,000; Princeton game,
What matters it how much Ad Wol-gawants to box Moran? Wolgaet
$29,000; Brown game, $5,000; Vander-bll- t
game, $1,800; Colgate game, $1,600. cannot box for several months, so
The total is about $3,000 less than what's the use of talking?
Lieutenant Nelly, head coach of the
In years when Yale has had the game
with Harvard in Cambridge. Yale fills Army football team, want the game
her stands at home, no matter wheth- between the Cadets and the Middles
er Harvard or Princeton plays there, played at New York next year.
E. R. Bradley, a Chicago turfman,
but when Yale's other b!g game is
with Princeton at Princeton there are purchased a Kentucky farm the other
C. and Beefiie
only 29,000 people present, while there day from Misses Sallie
are 39,000 people at the game Yale Price, securing 385 acres for $B05(K
Addle Joss, leading pitcher of the
plays biennially in Cambridge. This
is, then, an off year in Yale football re- Cleveland Naps, Is In a hospital in
ceipts, although the attendance at the that city recovering from an opera
early season game was much larger tlon. Addle says his
arm Is aa good as ever It was.
than ever before.
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bread-and-me-

And now the days draw near. BS&.
Reminder of Down Home.
far and wide,
"I noticed you had tha aorobat A When huntsmen,In the grans,
moving object
billed as the 'human turnover,'" reWill see and ghoot a guide.
marked the visitor to the oircus.
"Yes," responded the manager of
Not Serious.
the big show, "but the members of
are grave charges
there
"I
hear
the farmers' convention are coming
Jinks."
Senator
against
'
today, so we have billed him the "hu.
"What are they?"
man flapjack.' "
"The sexton's bills."

Would Be a Blessing.
If some who try to Improve the world.
With advice that ia toaaed on the
shelves,
Would only wake up tor a moment
two
.
try to Improve themselvMl

or

"Number, Please?"
"Plpps tells me that he was once
connected with a large corporation."
Tea; 'Central' gave him. the connection, I believek"
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Andrews Cash
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Gryterv and Bakerv
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pnvei', Cclo., Jan. 11. Thn
freca. is rain or snow in
torth tonight anil Thursday;
gonc-:ily fair in south portion
and older.
.

Elks'

j

B

iks

:

V

.V.eet Tonight
O. E. will

Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

Santa to ludge
meet tonight in

r.li.

License Issued Eduurdo
iez of Chilili and Rufina Gutier-ref Peralta, were granted a mar
license at Estancia.
ri
Sjntos Oriiz Elected Through .an
(i jr it was stated that Manuel Or-;- i
was elected justice of the peace
j
reeinct No. 3. The name should
i..rve been Santos Ortiz.
High Wind at Las Vegas. "The
high wind of last night did considerable damage to telegraph and telephone systems in Las Vegas and its
Las Vegas Optic.
vicinity."
Curtain at 8:30 The curtain at the
Elks Theater tonight will rise at S:30
o'clock. Everyone is requested to be
on time as ii will he awkward to admit persons io seats during the

Sensational Reductions
AT A

G

learance sale
Of Our Entire Stock of

7

worn o uamme 99
THE WOULD OVER TO CURE A COLO IH ONE DAY.

Always remember the full name.
let this signature on every box

ffT"

Look

25c.

j

Yi 0

"

TWO BK

g--

j

FIRES IN
NEW MEXICO

FOR RENT Two furnished room3
with board, 107 Palace Ave.

TOWNS.

Clayton. Union county, Has a $100,-00- 0
Cinflagration. In Roswell
$3,000 Worth of Hay.
11. Eight
Roswell, N. M., Jan.
thousand dollars' worth of baled hay,
the pre-,- rty of the C. C. Slaughter
Cattle ee npany, was destroyed by
fire this afternoon. A trash pile was
set on five by a farmer of the
and the high wind carried
Introduction of Resolutions.
Report of Committee on Transporta- the i'lain's over an area of fifty acres
in a fen minutes, setting fire to the
tion, I. T. Pryor, chairman.
"Railroad Legislation Proposed Ad- haystack, a barn, and other property.
The ba;n was saved. Nearly COO tons
vance in Rates on Live Stock."
S. H. Cowan, attorney of association of hay was burned, worth $14 a ton,
"Soil Conservation and Better Agr- which was being held for $15.
icultural Methods"
Clayton Has $100,000 Fire.
Col. Henry Exall, President Texas
Clayton, N. M., Jan. 11. Fire deIndustrial Congress.
stroyed a block of buildings in the
"The Work of the Tariff Board,"..
center of the business district, caua
Hon. Alvin H. Sanders, Washington. ing a loss, of $100,000. The origin of
General Discussion
"Tariff on Hides, the fire is unknown. A limited water
ool. Live Stock and Meat Pro- - supply handicapped the efforts of fire

j

the

NOTICE.

Santa Fe County Teachers' Regular
Examination will be held at the High
School in this city on Friday and
Saturday Jan. 13 and 14. It will convene promptly at 9 a. m. and all applicants are hereby requested to be

!-

on time.

JXO. V. CONWAY,
Co. School Supt.

negh-hoiboo- d

ur;:l
'warning beforehand,
hour of midnight the all had a good
time when each, afttr wishii.? their
deyoung hostess many ?ood
parted to their respective li oir.es. Therefreshown
Indians Elect Governor. The eleo-- i guests all took theit
To Our Customers
in the
la
tion at the Pueblo of Taos, for the en- - ments, which were s rved
venteen
There wen only f
evening.
suing year resulted in the choice of
as Miss Spans was 7 years
and Other Friends.
Cruz Suazo for governor,
Segundo guests
seventeen minat
arrived
old;
they
Lorenwar
and
first
Romero,
captain
the
utes to eight and, af one of
zo Martinez, second war captain.
had sevsaid
they
afterward,
guests
Holidays Are Over, but you still
The guests
must wear shoes and just now one enteen kinds of fur..
WE TAKE THIS OPPORducts."
needs the right kind of shoes
for were: the Misses IJoM'.hy Safford.
fighters.
CharlotAfternoon Session.
health and comfort. John Pllueger is Isabel Walker, May "era-reTUNITY to thank you for the
Lola Music.
calling your attention to these facts te Wientge, Claribel Fjscher,
JUDGE BUMPS INTO
in his new advertisement today which Michaelsan. Dorothy Griffin. Pauline Introduction of Resolutions.
PERPLEXING SITUATION.
business that you have favorWinter. "The
should be carefully read.
Commercial
Kinsell, Edna Lutz and
San Antonio.
11.
Jan.
Texas,
Fisl:e,
Wallace
Messers:
Ralph
Congress"
ed us with this year or for
Marriage Licenses The following
Fred W. Fleming, Kansas City, Mo. Judge Buckley, who presides in the1
marriage licenses were issued here: Smythe, Eugene Harvey, Htrold Stecourt in this city, bumped into
police
kind words, words of recomRalph Report of Committee on Sanitary
Jose Aniceto Romero and Eucinda phens, Morton
Sfigman.
a new and most perplexing situation
Boards A. E. de Ricqles. chairman.
Estanislao Sparks, and John Windsor.
Quintana, of Pojoaque;
when Charles Walton,
an
mendation that you may have
armless
Bovine Tuberculosis in the United
Gallegos and Ooncepcion Trujiilo, of
T o Mesca-lerApache Indian
was brought before
him
beggar,
States."
anc;
Pojoaque;
Esquipula
Tafoya,
!
Apache pupils, aged Y and 19.
spoken concerning us. We
with insnlenpA and
Prof. M. H. Reynolds, University eharsrpd
Cevilhi Montoya. of Truchas.
arrived last night. ov : the Xew Mexialms
on
street.
the
Walton
being .should like to write each one
Teachers to Meet 'Ihere will be a co Central from Mesealeio agency in of Minnesota.
minus his upper limbs, cquld not comof
by Representatives
meeting of the Xew Mexico teachers Olero county to study
the U. S. Addresses
ply with the usual court formality of
of you personally but our
Bureau of Animal Industry
and school directors at the high Indian Industrial School 'i re. They
holding up his right hand when the
Dr. R. P. Steddom, Washington.
school at 2 p. m. Saturday.
Former were sent by Superin'ende it Carroll.
host of friends is so large
oath was administered. Some wag in
Dr. L. J. Allen, Oklahoma City.
Mayor Jose D. Sena, president of ttie Several others are e.peet i later.
the audience, which is always present
esses
uy iviemDers ot state Live when
board. of education of Santa Ee; Dr.
lhat it is impractical.
Rio Grande Frozen Over. The Rio
the police mill grinds, suggest
.1. A. Massie, and Miss
la rnmnletelv frnz.-Sehnepple will
over all St0'k Sanitary Boards.
ed that Walton be permitted to hold
be among the speakers. The meeting the
diversion cs:n, the ice General Discussion of Sanitary Con- up his right foot, but the judge reditions throughout the West.
is called by the county and city teach- near Leasburg
the shores being thick enough
fused to permit such a burlesque on
er's association.
Reports ot Other Standing Commit- usual formalities.
to support people.
Walton was fined
tees.
May the Coming
Thief Sued for Divorce. Desideria
$10 and given a term of ten days on!
Hanover Post Office Robbed. In
TOMORROW'S PROGRAM.
Coca da Romero has filed suit in the
the
rock
saf-- i of the
Hanrock
This
tne
pile.
pile partj
Year Bring You a
open
The following will he the program
district court for divorce from her blowing
of the sentence serves as a problem
over Mercantile company, which was tomorrow:
husband, Margarito Romero y Garcia. also used
for
Officer Henderson who has charge!
Full Measure of
by the Hanover postoffice, Music.
of that department of the city's labor
During the recent term of the district Grant county, the rubbers wrecked '
Relation
of
Cattle
AssociaRaisers
court for San Miguel county Romero one side of the
bureau. Just how a man without arms
Health, Happiness
postoffice room. The
tion of Texas and the American
can break rock is the problem that!
He safe was in the
pleaded guilty to petit larceny.
from which
postoffice.
National
Live Stock Association,"
was fined $.",0 and costs. Being una
Officer
Henderson faces. In addition;
and Prosperity.
a door led into the storeroom. The
Hon. W. W. Turney, El Paso, Tex. to
hie to pay he has been n jail since
this, Walton has to be fed by some!
robbers secured about $1,000 from the Consideration of Resolutions.
sentence was pronounced against him
one, dressed, etc. It is understood
safe in money and jewelry. Sheriff General Business.
that the police officer feels that the
by Judge Roberts.
Mc.G rath has been working to locate j Election of Officers
judge handed him a real live lemon!
Republicans Win in Mora The re
unso
far been
Selection of the Next Place of Meet in
Yours Very Truly.
robbers but has
sult of the justice of the peace elec yia
the person of Walton.
to find a clue. It is believed
ing.
tion in Mora was a victory for the able
work was that of professionals.
Adjournment.
Juan B. Martinez the
Republican
VAST DEPOSITS OF
Afternoon Session.
Convent.
From
Piano
Manager
being, elected twer Alfonso Romero,
COAL IN TEXAS.
General Meeting of State Sanitary
the
Stanton
has
baby
procured
grand
the Democratic, candidate, by a major
Boards
and
of
for
Representatives
at
Loretto
Academy
ity of 4G votes out of a total of 146 piano used
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 11. (SpeBureau of Animal Industry.
who
votes cast. The Republican
candi- concerts for Mile, de Swirsky,
of Pure Bred Associations.
cial) In an address last night before
date for constable was elected by a will play a half dozen or more piano Meeting
real estate men and others, C. S.
selections at the entertainment to be
similar majority.
SANTA
FE
Fowler stated that he has been makSHOULD
to
.said
given tonight. The piano is
We Have Built Up
Justices of Peace at Las Vegas
GET ITS SHARE. ing investigations and had discovered
The following are the justices and be in excellent tune and will no doubt
that
within twenty miles of San Anconstables elected in the west side prove of assistance in making the Travel to California
Is Unusually tonio there is enough bituminous coal
precincts of Las Vegas, all Republi- concert a success.
to supply the entire United States for
Heavy Again This Winter. Big
cans: Precinct No. 3, Jose Blea, jusRepublicans Defeat the Progresshundred years. It was maintainTrains
the
Rule.
five,
Pre
Cruces
of
Las
both
the
tice: Demetrio
Rivera,
constable; ivesIn
ed
him that this can be mined so
by
the
defeated
Precinct No. 5, Pablo Vigil, justice; cincts the Republicans
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 11 Trav- cheaply that it. will serve as an inPrecinct
Antonio Gallegos, constable; Precinct nrosressives on Monday.
all
of the peace Ma el from the east to the west will be ducement to manufacturers of
Xo. 6, Felipe Baca y Garcia, justice? on For justice
While it has
199; unusually heavy over the Santa Fe kinds .to locate here.
nuel
Republican,
Adolfo Crespin, constable,
Lopez,
party, 153. railroad during this month. Accord been known for years that vast fields
Fierro, People's
An Excellent
Resolution for the Ed.
Peo- ing to the advance schedule received of bituminous coal are located in
Xew Year is comprised in the new For constable, Ricardo Trivis.
by local railroad men, there will be many parts of Southwest Texas, it
RepubSierra,
Ellijio
204;
party,
ple's
advertisement for the Wood-DaviW.
G.
Freeman, People's 19 extra number threes during Jan was not a matter of general informaHardware Company in this issue. Be lican, 167;
, uary. The extra limited
trains, which tion that so large a deposit lay at
sure to read it. and then act accord party, 151. For constable, David
for high the door of San Antonio until Mr.
A. Gonzales, will be used
exclusively
172;
party,
People's
it
will
be a considerable relief
ingly;
class travel, will consist of Raymond Fowler made his detailed statement
to the neighbors if everyone owns his Republican, 141.
and Whitcomb
specials and extra giving the account of the investigaown garden, kitchen and barn tools.
Republicans Defeat Progressives.
WE HANDLE LUMBER
You Will
In both of the Las duces precincts, sections of the regular limited to ac- tions last night. Along with the coal
s
Find
ad- are vast deposits of lignite which he in
commodate
the
In
traffic.
Proheavy
defeated
the
quantities and have every
Floor Finishes at Goebel's.
large
the Republicans
dition to the special trains, traffic is declares can be mined and sold at modern facility for furnishing the
20
Game
Licenses. Probate
Clerk gressives on Monday. Precinct
of the peace, Manuel Lo- already heavy on the regular west- $1.50 per ton.
very best rough or dressed
George w. Armijo, in the county For justice
Peo- bound passenger trains and is exLumber
court, house, has received a supply of pez, Republican, 199; Ed. Fierro,
Ricpected to continue so during the next ALBUQUERQUE NEGRO
of every description. We are thus
hunting licenses for the year 1911 ple's party, l."3. For constable,
or
A
of
more.
number
thirty days
PUTS THREE MEN OUT. enabled to make the very best prices
party, 204;
and hunters may secure them at the ardo Trivis,
Determined to throw a few scraps for Lumber of such
Sierra, Republican, 119. Precinct private cars are booked to pass
Licenses
for big
high grade,
regular prices.
through the city, hooked on to the into a trio of acquaintances, Henry
will be pleased to figure on your
game and birds will cost $1.50 each. 3 For justice of the peace, Marcial various
jwe
trains.
a
passenger
negro porter, last mgnt at contracts.
uameis,
Licenses for big game nly, or for Valdez, Republican, 167; G, W. FreeThe war scare in Old Mexico this Albuquerque executed several unusual
151.
For conshooting birds only, will cost $1.00 man, People's party,
to stunts on North First street when he
stable, David Herrera, People's par- year has diverted many travelers
each.
A Gonzales, Republican, 141. the Pacific coast, and most of whom is said to have pulled a knife on Newt
172;
ty,
From 37 to 44 That was the temp
will go to the California resorts. Peo- Hanley, attempted to throttle George
erature yesterday and the . highest
ple in the east are naturally desirous Sandoval and slapped Santos Armijo
SAN ANTONIO A
was at 11:30 a. m. It caused people
CITY OF AUTOMOBILES. of going to a milder climate at this in the face after pushing a lighted
to wonder why they had overcoats
time of the year. Florida and the cigar stump against his teeth. A riot
although the rain made an ulster de
San Antonio. Texas, Jan. 11. It is south, of course, attract many, but call brought out the police and Daniels landed in jail. He protested to
sirable. The average relative humid said
by those in the automobile busi- the claims of California as a winter
ity for the day was 66 per cent. The ness that few cities in the country resort are being pressed harder this being jailed, however, declaring that
lowest temperature last night was 40 contain more people who own auto- year than ever before and the numer- he was only having some fun with
friends.
pr cent. The precipitation for 24 mobiles than San Antonio. Almost ous publicity campaigns are bringing hisDaniels
is about twenty years old
hours, ending at 6 a, m. today, was 2,000 machines are owned by resi- big results.
and the other lads range from fifteen
0.04 of an inch of rain and snow. The dents and those living in the immeto. eighteen years.
temperature at C o'clock this morn- diate suburbs. These range- - in size MRS. W. D. NEWCOMB
DIES AT ALBUQUERQUE.
ing was 42 degrees.
Yesterday was from the little runabout to great ten
CORRESPONDENTS EXAGa cloudy day with rain and snow and passenger cars. In addition to those
GERATE REVOLUTION.
much warmer than usual at this sea owned here, many tourists from the
The many friends of District Clerk
son. The temperature of 40 degrees north and east have brought
their and Mrs. W. D. Newcomb, of Socorro,
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 11. (Spemachines here, being induced to do were shocked to hear today of the
was 12 degrees above the average.
Mexican
Election at East Las Vegas. Two so by thf- good roads which lead out death of Mrs. Newcomb, at St. Jos- cial) That the
THE PACE FOR 1911
hundred and six votes were cast in over the country in every direction, eph's hospital at Albuquerque, where revolution ha3 been ereater in the re- will
surely be set by our livery sta
having as she was hurried to undergo an opera- ports sent out by sensationalists than
Precinct No. 29 at the election for a Bexar county in particular
fine
for auto use as can be tion. Both were former residents of in actual fighting is the concensus of hie, as we have rigs to let as good as
justice of the peace and constable. foundhighways
in the United States.
These Santa Fe. Mr. Newcomb took the re opinion on many jwho have been in private ones. If you
This is believed to be the largest vote
are not stretches of road but hun- mains east to Huntington, Indiana, that part of Mexico where the revolu- - j
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
on record. In some years there has
dreds of miles of most excellent high- last evening. The sympathy of the tion is said to be in progress. Those or you have an
been so little interest that less than
engagement where a
tnere de- carriage is necessary or proper, send
way. It is also that the automobile community goes out to Mr. Newcomo in touch with conditions
twenty vote3 have been cast Judge is in more
general use for all com- in his bereavement.
clare that the revolutionists have us word and we will see that you are
D. R. Murray, candidate for Justice
mercial purposes in southwest Texas
scattered into little bands of moun- well cared tor. We guarantee you'll
203
to succeed himself, received
than in any other part of the coun- LATE SENATOR ELKINS
tain
marauders and that the govern- be pleased with our service and
votes
were
votes. The other three
PROVIDES FOR WIDOW. ment by its prompt and decisive actry, the uniform good roads making
prices.
scattering. O. L. Gregory, candidate this usage possible.
Elkins, W. Va., Jan. 11. The text tion has the situation well in hana
for constable, received few less votes
S. B. Elkins and is in a position to guarantee orof
o
will
late
the
the
4
than Judge Murray, several men re- was made public today and in addi- derly procedure in all business
FIFTY PERSONS KILLED
IN AN EARTHQUAKE. tion to provisions for his immediate
310 San Francisco 6t 'Phone 1S9 Red.
family, announced yesterday $30,000
NEW MEXICO CORPORATION
St. Petersburg, Jan. 11. Communi- at five per cent is set aside for Mrs.
cation with Przhevalsk, Russian Tur- Isa Elkins, widow of the Senator's
LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.
kestan, which was interrupted by an brother, Samuel H. Elkins, to be paid
RIPE FRUIT NOW
CLARENDOiN
Published September, 1910. Ail Laws n earthquake on January 4, was re- her during her life time.
CLT
FLOWERS, WEDDING
The town was not At her death the interest is to be
all Classes of Corporations, on Banking, stored today.
GARDEN
and FUNERAL
BOUQUETS,
children
three
shore
north
the
for
surviving
paid
greatly damaged, but the
RESIGNS.
Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc Com- - of Lake Isikkul was severely shaken years and then the $30,000 is to be diR. V.BOYLE Mgr.
vided among them.
and fifty persons were killed.
plete Rules and Forms for Filing.
CLSREHDOH PODLTRY YARDS
FRESH LAID EGGS everyMajp
Provision also is made for two
mar
the
first
children
senator's
THANKS.
by
CARD OF
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rtoks and White Wyandottes. Obickeua
$7.00
935
are yarded In the orchard under ti e trees and fed on clean wholesome (ood
I desire to express my thanks to all rlage. These are Mrs. Sarah E.
nor Ptomaine poisoning.
only, Do chance of Tuberculoma
of Trenton, N. J, and Mrs.
Write for Circular.
who were exceedingly kind to me in
A FEW FAT HENS FOR EATG.ermi .
i
Elizabeth E. WeiderBein of Philadek,
my double bereavement.
C. F. KANEN, Santa Fe, N. M.
J. C. YANDELL.
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range he said is beginning to return
ttie to some of its old time fertility under
Surprise Party. V: few
younger set of town (Jive a. i leasaht the care of the government. The ofMi.-- s
Hazel ficers will be elected tomorrow.
surprise last night
TODAY'S PROGRAM.
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was
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For Your New Years Callers!

;

YOU WILL NEED ONE OF OUR HANDSOME CHAFING DISHES, A COFFEE
MACHINE, AMD A TABLE KETTLE.
We have the Outline of these articles in
the Territory, not only the Best Articles,
bat the moft attractive in appearance.

j

i

A JOY. A NECESSITY AND A
COMFORT THE YEAR ROUND

i

ing

SATISFACTION

Jeweler.

ASSURED!

FIRST GLASS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
SERVISE

PKIies

H. S. Kaune & Co.

THEODORE?

and Saddle Horses

ess
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THE BIG STORE
ay We Tailor You?
Good

Tailoring

has been the

mak-

s

Her-rera-

Sherwin-William-

ED-ji- o

ing of many a man.
A

man always suc-

ceeds better
gets

ways
of the

Charles W. Dudrow

al-

more

things

he

goes after when he
is

than

well

tailored,
he

when

is

WW

carelessly dressed.

Making Clothes is a Trade!
Good Tailoring is an Art!
Our sort of Tailoring wins and holdslthe patronage
the best dressers in this locality. We win by the
force of the merit of our work. Our cutter is an

.of

Artist and our Tailors are the most skillful craftman
that money can employ. Withal, our prices are not
unreasonable, when we say

-
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-

--

-

--

-

-

$20.00, $25.00, $30.00 to $35.00
For Suits and Overcoats and
$5.00, $6.00, $7.00 or $8.00

For Trousers
Our Winter Woolens are
THE

BEST

ON

EARTH.

Come See,

Nathan Salmon.
Taailor nd Clotheir.
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